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FOREWORD

The rricul, is ,the heart of the teaching- learning
fprocess.. Basic to construction Of any.curriculuin is, the
:i'eatiOn of the design to be utilized. It is to the for-
Mulation of such.a pattern that An JeWett and Marie

,. Kilian direct their, attention in thig pUbliattion.
For years, physical educators have.been tortured' by

the decision, making regarding the content Of the curriO-
ulum. Obviously, all activity is riot physical education,
Obviously,reereation is not physical education. Obvi-
ously, all sports are not a facet of physical education.
Obviously, human movement involves more than edu-
cation by, for anti through phtsiCal reactions. What then
is physical education and what should comprise the
curripulurn? Should frisbee replate volleyball? Is trap
sho6ting an alternative for archery? Is there a place for
courses in "Literature and Sport," "The Meaning of
Movement," "Aggression and Activity?" These and

,many other questions are more likely to be answered
with consistency if we understand and employ the ideas
set forth by Jewett and Mullan. This puhlication devel,
()Ps and elucidates concepts which have seldom, been
exposed-and thus should be of significant use to prac-
titioners and theoreticians alike.

The National Association foi Sport and Physical gdu-
cation is continually attentive to the importance of
curriculum design,and it is with pleasure thatthe work .

dope in this area by Jewett and Mullan is presented. The
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and
Re2reation recommends this publication as a basic con-
struct in the area of curriculum planning. It is the hope of
all who design curriculum that the publication will cast
light on some of.the shadows of concern whiCh are in-
herent in curriculum construction. Through the work of

Jewett and Marie Malian, under the auspices of
PE, we have moved one step closer to promising
rams and sound 'systems iri physical education.

Celeste Ulrich
1.1

V

The University of North Carolina
at Greensboro -
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INTRODUCTION

This 6nograph is a rogress repOrt on efforts tp
develop rriculurn theory f r physical education. It be
gins wi a particular body of knowledge suOsumed.
under he "discipline" of "Human MoYemOnt Phe-
nome .

.
"1 It is limited to that area of study which fo-

cuses in the development of individual human motor
perfo mance and the utilization of-selected movement
lear ing media to achieve 'specified educational out-
co s in relational perception and orientation in,spacs..
Its urposes are to relate proposed curriculum theory 'to
th more comprehensive theories underlying the entire
d' cipline of human movement phenomena; to elaborate
a particular conceptual frameWork for physical educa-

on curricular decision-making; and to encourap Phys.,
cal education teachers and curriculum specialists to uti-

lize conceptual approaches in designing local curricula.
A framework developed through a logical, philosophical
analysis of the common human .purposes for moving is
presented. These purposes proVide the structure for de-
fining curricular gals d selecting activity content for
the individual lear r. taxonomy of human movement

, processes which can e utilized in defining educational
objectives, in segue ing learning materialS, in pro-
viding augmented fee back to learners, apd .in eval-
uating student progress i outlined. 11" im is to high-

- light the potential of planne. I-pose-process inter-
actions for enriched movement learning experiences re-
sulting in sounder physical education curricula.

The identification and description of a theoretical
structure of physical edt.tation as an area of scholarly.
study and research has been a national professional con-
cern since '1961.2 The development of a conceptual
framework for physical, education curricular decision-
making has been a parallel goal of the Physical Education
Ditision of the American Alliance for flealth, Phys-

.

Note: O'Ccasidnal dse,o1 the male pronoun in.th is book is
for convenience only, The male noun and pronoun are
used to include both sexes.

vii

ical Education, and Recreation- since ,1964.3 The &O'
retical structure prOject culminated in Tones of Theory, a
report describing "a tentativ&perspective;" in 472: The
aUthors concluded, in part,

TOrliaySlentatiVe perspective:shbuld be the cutting edge of
" curfent practice .. Continual attention to establishing

costructs and designing tfigory is imperative . . 4

The p sent monograph w,iWirlp to take a nex step int-t1
theory-b 'Wing and start to bridge the .gaps articu-
lation of a broad theory of physical education as a mean-
ingful day-to-day teaching-learning experience. In TOnes:
of Theory, theory i'Anis definecas "a systematic organiza-,
lion of concepts into a logical scheme of relationships."
This monograph describes a more operational level of
theorizing and hypothesis formulation. It narrows the
scope of the broad theoretical structure for physical edu-
cation to. conceptualizing focused on the 'planning of
educatiOnal programs dealing with human movement
phenomena. It elaborates the "process-media-result
lationship."6 Such activities will not result in the specification
of recommended program content; but the conceptual.,
framework presented should provide guidance to the loTt
curriculum specialist in making key physical education curric-
ular decisions..

ICeleste Ulrich and John E. Nixon, Tones of Theory (Washington, DC:
American Association for Health, .Physical .Education,, and Rec-
reation, 1972), p. 11.

,Ulrich and Nixon, Tones of Theory, pp. 1-5.
'American AsSociation for Health, Physical Education, and Rec-
reation, "Cooperative Development of Design for Long-Term Re-
search Project Directed Toward the Identification and Evaluation of a,
Conceptual Framework for the Curriculum in Physical Education,
Grades K-16," Final Report Contract No. OEC-2-6-068314-0743,
mimeographed (Washington, DC: the Association, May 9, 1967).

°Ulrich and Nixon, Tones of Theory, p. 26.
5Ulrich and Nixon, Tones of Theory, p. 10.
',Ulrich and Nixon, Tones of Theory, pp. 15-19.
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\ WHAT IS 'CURRICULIWZ

Defin tions of Ca/Apt/um as consisting df all pxpeii-,
ences co cted under school auspices becaine estab-
lished in e 19AO's and were not genrally questioPed

t'until the 14960'i.In the 1970's genuine coraroversy exists
concerning the definition of the term. The predominant
current view of curriculum encompasses both 'the oper-
ational statement of the school's goals" and "the oper-
ational consequence of theschool's goals."' The authors
supp9rt MUcdonald's definition of curriculum as the sys-
tem of "planned actions for instructicin."2 Throughout
thiS discussiop, curriculum is defined as a plan for in-
structional action based on a set of decisions intended to,
be reflected in the actions of learners.

InstniCtion,ky contrast, is "the system for putting the
plan into action."3 Macdonald's definitions are useful ill"
distinguishing among four inter-related systems:

Thus, teaching is defined as the behavior of the teacher,
learning as the change in learner behavior, instruction as
the pupil-teacher interaction situation and curriculum as
those planning endeavors which take place prior tointer-
action .4

A comprehOnsive curriOlum theory must take into ac-
count the nature of the knowledge to be learned, the
nature of the student who would learn it, .and the nature
of the societal resp9ns ibili ty shared by teacher and stu-
dent, as well as strategies of instructions It is probable
that seyeral.years may elapse before a comprehensive
curriculum theory is developed. Subtheories can be con-
structed now, however, and later developed into more
comprehensive theory,.

The term curriculum design is considered most de-
scriptive of current efforts\ in developing curriculum
theory or subtheories. curriculum design is defined,as
the basic organization d plan for action for developing
the scope and segiue ce of subject ,matter. Any cur-
riculum design reflects a theoretical position; but a ,cur-
riculum design is more limited-in scope than a cui-ric-
ulum theory.

Curriculum models take many forms. Any curriculum
model is a symbolic representation of the interre-
lationship among key concepts. Models can be uni- or
multi-dimensional. Many persons .find three-di-
mensional models and mobiles most useful as curric-
ulum models because of the complexity and the dynamic

1

nature of the crucial intenrelationshipsyA satisfactory
curriculum model muSt enable one to ask questions; it
should also offer iclues as to hots )questions may be
answered'.

A conceptual franework' for'a curriculum is a,system
within which to select instructional actions. It is a model
r structure whiCh attempts to systematically describe

the ,curriculum by identifying and operationally de-
-1 fining the elements and the ways in which they are or
Al may be related to each other.'

All of the above terms apply ithe study of physical
education curriculum. Physical education in an educa-
tignal milieu has long been recognized as the schopl
subject using games, sports, dance, gymnastics and
other movement activities as media for learning. More
recently, physical education has been viewed as the
series of .school programs concerned with the devel-
opment and utilization of the individual's movement
potential. Currently 6tlucators attempting to realize the
full potential of this area of human experience Are seek-
ing to extend movement concepts to the needs of learners
of all ages in both school and non-institutional contexts:
Physical education is increasingly viewed as per-
sonalized, .self-directed learning, using selected move-
ment learning media to achieve individual human goals.
A physical education program can be defined as a se-
quence of experiences in which an individual learns to
move as he moves to learn .6 Because the term physical educa-
tion, does not accurately reflect-all the central concepts
emphasized in current definitions, a growing number of
scholars specializing in this field of sylare seeking a
new designation for the disCipline Ad for the currich
ulum dealingVith human movement phenomena. This
concern is acknowledged, although discussion of the
problem is outside the scope of this report.

t

'Arthur W. Foshdy, "Curriculum," in,Encyclogedia of Educational Re-
search (New York: Macmillan, 19,69), pp. 275-280.
2James B. Macdonald, "Educational Models for Inkruction= Intro-
&Action," in Theories of Instruction (Washington, DC: National Educa-
tiop Associaticin, 1965), pp. 1.9.

3Macdonald, "Educational Models," p. 5.
'Macdonald, "Educational Models," p. 6.
5Foshay, "Curriculum,! p. 276. -

6American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Rec-
reation, This is Physical Education (Washington, DC: the AssOciation,
1965).



A PURPOSE PROCESS
CURRICULUM FRAME\WOR
FOR. PHYSICAL EDUCATIO

)..

It is generally accepted that any particular curr
should be developed within some conc
framework. Larilanter reviewed those cone
frameworlp pSbpose,d for curriculum develop
phy' education and evaluated them according
crite . (1 the important concepts of the body of
edge are presented;' (2) the concepts1/4.are rele
man's tots deve)opment; (3) the proces4es of kno
acquisition receive attention; and (4), the frame
dynamic and flexible to reflect societal &tinge an
for the inclusion of new knowledge. While man
for organizing physical educalion content hav
developed and published, LaPlante was able to i

, only eight which qualified 4, demonstthting
oprnent from a conceptual framework:. the Sta 'I-,
lotson,3 Battle Creek,4 Mackeniie,5 Pye and Al

Austin,7 and Brown and Cassidy8 frameworks,
Purpose Proces (Zurriculum Framework,

The Purpose Process Curriculum Framework
tiated in 1964 under' the auspices.rof the Physical
tioxi Division of AAHPER. Its development h
tinued throug long-term efforts' of small grI

physical educa)on curriculum specialists supp
broad particip4 ion of AAHPER members. The
are convincedihatthe PPCF has several distinc
tages over other proposed conceptual framew
curricular decision-making in physi6l educati

1. The PPCF provides for the selection of co
terms of its meaning to people. Irts postu
the premise that each individual person
personal meaning through any combinati
shared movement goals.

2. The purposeS., as defined, permit broader
local curricular decision-making within
consistent conceptual scheme than any o
ceptual framework which has been deve
any detail.

3. The proceses of learning are viewed a
important; the PPCF is probably the
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ceptual frdmework which offers a scheme ior giving
attention to movement processes as a significant
ditnensiOn of physical education curri lar de;i-
sion-mlking.

4. The pr6cesses, as described, permit fo s on the
Fomplete range of movement processes, ncluding
creative movement, rather than lirriiting attention
to skill acquisition processes.

The Purpose Process Curriculttm Framewo k is based
on the assumption. that the priniAry concern f physical
education is the individual human being oving in
interaction with his environment. The PP 'encom-

rsse two major dimensions: purpose and p ocess. The
urpose dimension results from a logical ana ysis of the

1
tisli, 2

functions' of hum n movement in achieving the goals of
man; these hav been organized as the three key con-

' cepts of individu l doielopment, environmental coping,
and social interaction: It is further hypothesized that the
three key concepts may be viewed as inchlding seven
major purp6ses and twentr4wo purpose elements or
sub-purposes.

Th second or proCess'dimension of the PPCF has been
devel ped in the fOrm of a classification scheme for iden-

,

tifyjn the. major types of movement operations. The
three ey process concepts of generic, ordinative, and
eieativ movement have been hypoth'esized and seven
moveln nt process categories described. The focus is on
leaining processes and the attempt has been to differen-
tiate inn ortant learning operations in order to facilitate
improveilnent of instruction. .'

These 'relationships ar.e symbolized graphically in
Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 is a photographic rep
resentation of a three-dimensional model ci/Iveloped by
Robinson.9 A mobius strip suspended Within a tet-
rahedron symbolizes the individual moving in inter-
action with the:lenvironment. The three key purpose
concepts-form the base of the tetrahedron; the three key
process concepts form the sides. Figure 2 is a schematic
representation emphasizing the analysis of each of the
two dimensions and the relationships among the pur-
pogeelements and the pr,ocess' categories. The purpose
and process dimensions are each discussed in more del
tail in the sections which follow.

Mobius individual, person in interaction with his environment.

Purpose-oriented concepts

ID Individual Development
Through Movement

. ENV Environmental Adaptation and
Control through Movement

COM Expression and Communication
through Movement

Process oriented concepts

grit generic movement

om ordinative movement ..

cm creatlle movement

I

Figure 1. Three Dimensional Model of the.Purpose Process Curriculum
Framework

9
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Figure 2. Schematic Reprqsentation of Purpose-Process Curriculum Framework'?

'Marilyn J. LaPlante, "Evaluation of4.Selected List of Purposes for
Physical. Education Using a Modified Delphi Technique" (Doctoral
dissertation, University of WjsConsin, 1973).

'Sheila Stanley, Physical_ lion: A Movement 0 ri en lotion (Totr,jnto:
McCraw -Hill of Canada, 1969).

3Joan Tillotson \et al, "A Program of .Movement Edueation ror the
Plattsburgh Eleinentary\SchoOls,,", Final Report of Title III Elementary
?4, 1 Secondary Education Program (Plattsburgh, Ny Public Schools,
969). .

'Paul Vogel, "Battle Creek Physical Education Currilutum Project,"
Journal of Health,' Physical Education, Recreation 40:1969, 25-29. 4

5Marlin M. Mackenzie, Toward a New Curriculum in Physical Education
.(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969).

- ,
8Ruby Lee Pye and Ruth HaMhiock Alexander, Physical Education
Concepts: A Teaching-Learning Guide (Middletown, KY: The MaxweIT' -
Co.; 1971).
'Patricia L. Austin, A Conceptual Structure of Physical Education for the
Schbol Program (Ahn Arbor, MI: University Microfilm; 1965)1

8C_arnille 'Brown, "The Structure of Knowledge df Physical Educa-
tion," Quest 9:1967; 53-67.

9Sarah M. Robinson, Universitysof,North Carolina-Greensboro. (Un-
published Paper, 1969): - . ..

"'L. Sue Jones, "The Construct, of Body Awareness in Space as Re-
flected throtigh Children Ability to Discriminate Directions,
Levels!, and-Pathways in MoveMent" (Doctoral dissertation, UniVer-:
sity of Wisconsin,.. 1974), p. 60.

.



. HUMAN MOVEMENT PURPOSES AS
GOALS (WPM§ KAI. EDUCATION

tiuman beings,of all' Ages have.the same fundamental
purpoges 'for Moving. The-child needs movement learn-
ings which will function meartingftilly in hi, real world;
the yott.th also needs physical educ, ion will will aii,1
him in becoming a fully fu-nctic g adult; t adult
needs movement activities, ,wh will permit conti in rg
self- actualization and .more nearly complete ind id-

.°. ual-environment integration. The same key piir ores
can be used to, design programs'of movement o ortu-
pities for all persons,although specific goals vary and
individual experiences must differ. Man)earns to move
to achieve' these human purposes: A curriculum in- .
tencitki to ransmit society's essential knowledges and to-
improve the,qualitY of life for all citizens,'must certainly
include opportunitie's- to acquire the means by which:
theSe movement purposes can be fulfilled. A.- physical
education turriculun.d.esigned within a. framework of
comMan movement puipdses.can provide scope fOf
struction appropriate to thepursuit oftrelated but.yary-
;ing-goals' of indiv-idual. learners.

What'Functions Does Movement Serve in Human.
Ecology? :

s.

irofeSsional leaders- in'physical education agree that
the interactionof the individual and the environment in
movement is a central concept. As expressed y Brown
and. Clissidy: ..,

Human movement is the change in position of man in
time-space as a result of b is own energy system interacting
with in an environment. Human movement is expressive
and com n i t ive and in the interactive proeess changes
both the individual and the environment .. Tlie -iPdi
vidual trd the environment arty in an interacting unity,in
movement in which each changes and/or develops
through the in teraction.l..-

Each person ilikraCting in his natural and social envi-
ronment shares'. certain human movement goals.

Th'e Purpose Process Curriculum Rarneworkineltides
Apu.rpcis,e framework Postulated. on the premise that
each individual person- may seek personal meaning
through any combination of the ShaNci. human ".Priove-
ment goals. It includes 22 purppst elements. for iden-
tifying the content of-physical echrdtion experiences: It
is emphaslied that a "purposC in.this.context identifies
iuriiquO Aray,offin.ding or extending personal meaning
through movernent activitie. The 22 purpOse elements
are not limited to voluntary goal ih physical eciu-
cation classes by either teachers or students. In i broader .4v
sense; they identify the various ways in which move --
ment activities have been meaningful to individual per-
sons.. Thus, it is hypothesized that these represent po-
tential avenues to other members of.the speci,es for en-
riching their lives through movement activities. It fol
lowsthat physical educationcurricula should present to
individuals opportunities to become aware of these.

possibilities and to. develop :personal abilities ppro-
priate to their realizatign. These purposes are listed and
defined below,

kr A



,
How Po Movement teaming/Media Serve. These
Purposes?.

One of the prinnaryfeasons for clarifying the possible
urposes hurbanl.beings have in moving is to provide
ask for curricular decision,nnaking in physical educa,
ion. If the full range -of purposes for voluntary human
ovemen6can be determined, direction is indicated for

chool prOgranaS.:emphasiling the developmen4 of
i human movement abilities. CurriculagiialS
c n'be establkhed in terms of the desired priorities.
Shortterrn.obje4i;res can be identified and developed in
accor'dance.'witlf the:priOrity decisions. Physical edua-
bon content can be !'ielectecf,to permit educational em-
phasis on appropriately related movement activities. In:
structional strategies can be chosen and modified so as to
maximize the probabilities of effective learning. All of
this is more likely to occur if Curriculum planners aa3,d
teachers have analyzed potential purposes and know
which purpAes are of most significance to the learners
who are to be served.... '

The first questithl, to 'be ansWerei. : ho is this
physical educatfon program for ?" Are we planningjoie
children, for adolescents, for adults., for single. sex or
coeducational .groups? 'Are theleatiNers using their
movement, Skills in rural, suburhari',: or urban enviriin-.

ihtem,perate, hot7,t3r severely,. iXintry climates; in
poverty, middle class, or afflueTA surroundings; in rec-
reational, vocational, or therapeutic circumstances? Are
tentative movement purpose selections being direcied

,.., /
toward t ','typical " population- or a group with sothei.
special educational need? Ail ofthese factors will affect
th6 choice of 'particular finovement purpOs.es to be em-.
phasized and the deivelopment of 'curricular goals and
cohtent.This first stage in curriculum planning results in

.,:identificationof the learners and becoming.familiar with
'' the circumstances.and theen,Y1ronmOts in which they

will learn and Utilize: movement skills/and knowledges.
Given orrite basic, )Aricle,iStandings of the students and.

thek world, it Is: apprOpriate to focu's On the second
qpiestiohr!Whydo thesp persons choose to participate in
movement activitiei;?" Both logical and empirical
appri)a.ches are useful_ in.considering this question. Edu,:....._
rational practice generally has been be logical
analysis. Curricultim,planners charged with ing de-
cisions about physical education content of a 1 levels'
have usually reasoned that the primary objectives were
health, a nd fitness, personal pleasure or satisfaction from

/physical re'cr'eation,` and the development, of selected' .

neuromuscular skills for immediate or future Itional
or recreational 4e. School programs in the U, have
been directed toward, these general objectives for the
past half century. . . ..

The 22 moVennentpurpOses, fisted aboVe'represent a
contemporary extension of logically identifiable con
cepts. The purpose framework reflects the combined ef-
forts of many physi al educatOrs working together over a
10-.year period throu h eserieS of' consensus-seeking.. -
techniques : The canto validity of thisset of pinposes
has been evaluated by LaPlante, using a modified Del-
plyi tf?chnique with a panel of approximately 200 judges
selected to secure judgmen'ts from five groups: cu'rric.
plum theorists, human movement researchers; state di-
rectors of physical education, city and County super-
visors of physical educatiqp and teachers of physical
education. These ,professional educatbrs, selected ..,.,
through.the use of AAHPER membership lists 'dem-
onstilated substantial consensus on.the impartanCe of
these purpoes as desired student learning outcomes.
Not only 'did they agree upon the importance of these
purposes, ranking highest circulo=respiratory effi-
ciency, joy.of rrioVement, neuro-muscular effielenq, (.

parlicipatien, and self-knowledge: They also agreed on .

differences for present -and future educational devel-
opment, rating self- knowledge, awarenesk. and exgres- .

. sion as more important in the future, and rating com-
. . petition end object projection as less important for future

than .for- present students. Today's' best physical educa-
tion programs probably reflect professional judgmentS
about both present and future importance tolearners of
these phrposes- or ways of seeking personal meaning
through.phyical activity.

-Undbuhtedly, many Students participate in the ae-
.

tivitis offered .iri physical education curricula because
this is-the expectotiOn; only recently has student choice
been a factor in ciirriCuliim development. It is pow pos-
sible not only tO' invite students to select particular ac-
tivities; but 'Alsd to determine how they view purposes
for human movement. Chaphrian4 investigated the feas-
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ibility of utilizing the student as a data source in making
curriculum decisions. 11.1Sing'a semantic differential in-,'
sdument, she evaluated the affectivt responses. of 420
seventh-, ninth-, and; 'eleventh- grade students to the
same 22purposes for human movement. The instrument.'
permitted analysis in two dimensions, likeability and
utility..the data diaMonstrated that student attitudes
toward thepuirposes differed significantly and that the
more mattire students were more discriminating. The
ana'yses also Provided vidence that students are able to
.perceive that kne.pus_es which they may not par-
ticularly "like" can be "useful." Present evidence
suggests, in addition, that student views concerning the
importance of particular purposes may not correspond
to those of educators. Students in the Chapman study,
for example, preferred and perceived as more useful the
movement purposes of teamwork, relocation, neuro- --`

muscular efficiency, circulo-respiratory efficiency, anci)
mechanical efficiency. Such findings are especially im- '
Portant in demonstrating that students can play a much
more meaningful role in rational. curriculum planning.

Movement learning media thus serve educational
purposes, in a variety of ways. They facilitate the
achievement of desired outcomesin accordance with the
uniqueness of the individual learner. From among the

----- total range of potential purposes, those to he emphasized
should be selected in terms of local -needs and cir-
cumstances. Students pursuing locAphysical education
curricula seleCt their individual educational goals to fit
personal interests and purposes to be realized. The ques-
tion of which movement learning media or physical edu-
cation subject rytaters will be utilized then has multiple
answers. Vaiious activities, such as basketball, badmin-
ton, orienteering, bpe-jumping, or swimming can be
"taught" differentl to achieve different purpoSes. Fory
example; instructio al techniques and learning exper-
iences in swimming ill differ considerably if the pri-
mary emphasis is on e development of circulo-res-
piratory efficiency in con ras t to acquiring specific skills
for recreational partic ation. A single activity in which
many students participate may serve different purposes
for the. individual students within the group. Innoyative
learning activities may be selected or developed spe-
cifically to strengthen particular purpose concepts. Ul-
timately, the value of the physical c lucation experience
is in individualization of purpose nd in the design of
learning environments to maximize opportunity for the
development of personal meaning through movement
experience.

The responsibility for curriculum dekign must be re-
tained at the local level. Yet all learlie4_ should have
access to programs which provide for the develbpilient
of each of the seven major purpose concepts. Once aware
of the potential of physical activity in each of these areas,
the learner may appropriately he offered additional op-
tams for his or her continuing physical education curric-
ular experience. Human movement purposes can then
hevrte increasingly personal goals of physical educa-
tion,

.Seven major purposes for engaging in physical activ-
ity have been identified through the PPCF. To assist the
local curriculum planner in viewing physical education's
potential for implementing these emphases, each of the
seven major purpose conepts is described in more delaih
in the following paragraPhs. '

$Physiological Efficiency. Physical edticatc;lhas fre-
quently put its major emphasi§ on circuloAtiespiratory
efficiency as a key aspeetQt_ physical fitness.. Physical
activity programs can be desAgned to achieve maximum
training effects by placing appropriate demands for the
proce§sing of oxygen on hert, lungs, and the vasCular
systn-t. Exercise programs are indiyidually prescribed
and progressively increased according to aerobic capa-
city and current level of conditioning. The educator's
responsibility includes encouragement of positive at-
titudes toward maintenance of optimum levels of phys-
iological efficiency as well as provision of factual infor-
mation and techniques usefdl in planning and con-
ducting personal exercise programs.

Goals in the area of mechanical efficiency include joi4it
flexibility, functional body alignwent, and appropriate
applications of force to achieve the4most effective body
leverage. Physical education is properly concerned with
the development of efficient body mechanics.in daily life
and work tasks as well as in sports, games, dance, and
other recreational activities.

Neuro-muscular efficiency is also an important capa:
bility to maintain and improve. Muscular strength and
endurance, power, balance; agility, and basic neuro-
muscular coordination are all'important to physiological
funCtioning. Each should receive, appropriate emphasig
in_r_Drical education programs.

Psychic 'Equilibrium. Physical education can play, an
important role in'the growth of self-actualizing persons
if its 'poter#44 in this area is fully realized. Most young
children e ience,genuine pleasure in strenuous phys-
icalactivity, but the pure joy of mov ment is lost to many'
individuals during adolescence. oo p ysic,1 educa-

'tion,tion programs are planned so as to maintain pl
sensations in movement for, individuals of all ages and
abilities and to maximizb personal opportunities for
finding peak experiences in human motion.

Self-knowledge basic to Self-appreciation and self-
actualization can be enhanced through participation in
varied movement activities. Movement exploration en-
riches any child's perceptual' field. The adaptation and
refinement of basic movement patterns and creation of
unique movement designs or combinations permit, the
individual to determine' what he, as a functioning or-
ganispill, is capable oldoing and becoming. Successful
learning may increase his self-apprecia tion as he extends
his own physical capabilities beyond limits he had pre-
viously accepted.

Physical education may also ,contribute to individual
psychic equilibrium by providing opportunities to re-
lease tensions and frustrations precipitated by the com-
mon pressures of modern living or by unique personal
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difficultie? in launching oneself fully into the stream of
life. The range of movement activities through which
different individuals experience such catharsis is almost
endless. Conditioning exercises, running, cycling,
dance, skating, sailing, handball, tennis, golf, casting,
wrestling, karate, volleyball, and softball are examples.

Wide spectrum of movement activities offers the
ch lenge to any person to test his prowess4and courage
through physical activity. The specific movement forms

etrich constitute challenge vary with age, interest,.and
physical capability. Popular challenges include skiing,

-Sailink,surfing,...riding, mountain climbing, sky diving,
scuba, and gymnastics.

Spati91 Orientation. A person's earliest experienceS in
physical activity develop his conception of his body and
how it moves in space. Physical education encompasses
concepts of relationships of different body parts,body
shapes,. directions, levels, and pathways ;iti three di-
mensional space.

Beginning with the simplest forms of locomotion,
human beings eventually learn complicated step pat-
terns, skilled variations of basic locomotor patterns,
modifications required for locomotion on different sur-
faces, and complex Corms of body propulsion and pro-'
jection in aquatics, gymnastics, dance, skiing, skating,
rock climbing, and track and field. Such skills can be
learned or utilized in physical ethication class, rec:

N., reational sport, work, or survival. contexts.
-Regulation of body position in relation to stationary

and Moving 'objects and persons in the environment is
also important. Each person must learn to move over,
under, around, through and between objects, to stop and
start .moving in accordance with boundaries and haz-
ards, to edjustitis movement to those of other persons
with whorri he is cooperating or competing, to modify
his movements for effective interception or of
moving objects.

Object manipi)latiotr. Physical education includes ex-
perience in lifting, carrying, pushing and pulling. It
provides instruction in effective techniques for support-
ing, resisting; or transporting the weight of another per-
son's body in rescue; self-defense, or sport activities
such as karate, judo, wrestling, football, ice hockey,
hand-to-hand balancing, stunts, and pyramid building.

Many sports and games commonly used in physical
education programs require proficienct in various skills
of object projection and reception. Children learn thrOw-
ing, catching, and striking skills in moving'witn balls,
hoops, wands, bills, paddles, beanbags, . frisbees; and
quoits. Youth enjoy the challenge of seeking increased
speed and accuracy in object projection and reception
activities, as well as the social satisfactions pf -group
interaction, in many sport and recreational activities.
Almost all th'e team and dual sports provide such learn-
ing opportunities. In the lifetime sports selected by
many adults, the major skill emphasis is object pro-
jection. Golf, archery, handball, bowling, billiards,
shuffleboard, badminton, softball, and casting are
examples.

.at

Communication. Communication is a fundamental
human activity. Although schooling has consistently
emphasized verbal lariguage-skills, words do not rep-
resent the only means of human communication. Non-
verbal communication' is also significant in human
interaction. Movement is an impc)rtant medium for shar-
ing personal meaning.

Physical education provides opportunities to develop
skill in expressipg one's uniqueness in the movement
dialogue inherefit in daily living. It also offers potential
learnings in self-expression through such particular
M-tytynent forms as dance, water ballet, gymnastic rou-
tines, and other movetztent media selected to convey
individual ideas an0 feelings.

Program opportunirres in human movement are con-
cerned with the use of gesture and movement style to
clarify verbal communication. In addition, movement
can be designed to enhance the meaning or increase the
impact of other non-verbal communicative forms mu-
sic, graphic arts, and various audio-visual media. On the
other hand, human Is4yen-tents can be consciously con-
trolled to mask or divert attention from feelings the
individual preferS not to share or to obscure his true
intent, as with postural styles associated with poise and
self-confidence, or in deceptive game strategie in-
tended to throw,the oppon'ent off balance or to catch him
off guard. 40-

Group Interaction. Sport has frequently been viewed as
society in microcosm. One of the functions often attrib
tited to educational programs in hUman movement is
guided experience in group interaction. The individual
can learn to-understand, appreciate, and participate in
teamwork as he accepts rules, regulations, and the
authority of officials, and shares in achieving common
goals in the team play of'children's games or adult forms
of team sport. He can de4elop skills of teamwork as he
cooperates with a tennis opponent or a golf partner for
satisfying recreation, or as he masters the specialized
role of a particular position on a basketball or softball
team.

Competition characterizes man's movement activities
from the simple races, tag games, stunts, and combative&
of children to Olympic contests among the world's out-
standing athletes. Frequent opportu cc-ur in most
Western societies to vie for individual or roup goals.
Competition may be directed toward in idual excel-
lence in achieving progressively higher levels of per-
formance or towardsuperior group performance in team
competition. Sound competiae experiences in educa-
tional programs emphasize excellence in perforMance in
contrast to conflict requiring degradation of opponents.
The development of leadership abilities in movement
activities is associated with the need for motivating and
influencing individual group members to achieve team
unity and to focus competition upon the striving for
excellence of performance/.

Cultural ltuylvemedt. Movement activities constitute
an important part of every society. Spurt and dance are
cultural ttniversals. The populari4y of specific activities
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varies cross-culturally, but participation is a phe-
nomenon that exists in all societies. A 'major role of
physical eckication in school programs is derived from
man's desire for participation in the movement activities
of his society.

Another aspect of cultural involvement is the under-
standing and appreciation of sports and expressive

° movement forms as a spectator or audience participant.
Such appreciation is extended to the movement ac-
tivities of other cultures as well as to those of one's own
culture activities not especially enjoyed as a primary
participant.

One can understand his own cultural heritage through
participation in popular movement activities. FamilW-
ity with and participation in the sport and dance, ac-
tivities of other cultures is a channel for interculttiral
understanding. The role of sport, dance, and unique
physical activities in preserving the cultural iheritage of a
particular ethnic group is an appropriat4. Concern of
physical education. Understanding, respect, and pres-

J
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ervation of the movement activities of all ethnic groups
can be a means for maintaining cultural plurality and
strengthening both national and international heritageS.

'Camille Brown and Rosalind Cassidy, "Physical Education," in Cur-
ricylum Handbook for School Administrators, ed. F.E. Conner and W.J.
Ellena (Washington, DC: American Association of School Adininis-
tratnrse 1967), p. 206.

rfhe purpose conceptual framework has been developed primarily
through group study at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, from
1970 through 1974. Major contributors were: Peggy Chapman, Sheryl
Gotts, Ann E. JewettL, Sue Jones, Douglas Knox, Sandra Knox,
Marie Mullan, LeRoy Smith, R. Peter Bauer, James Francis, Wilma
Harrington, Marilyn LaPlante,David Uhrlaub, Emily Watson, Don-
aid Brault, 'Philip Pabich, M. JoAnne Safrit: Sarah Robinson. The
term "man"' is used throughout to refer to both feniale and Male
members of the human species. The section, "Key Purpose Con-
cepts," appears also in International Sport Si..ries, yol. 4, "Sport Peda-
gogy," Marie Coughlin, editor, University Park PreSs, Baltimore, MD.
3LaPlante, "Evaluation of a Setected List."
'Peggy A. Chapman, "Evaluation of Affective Responses of Students
to a Selected List of Purposes for Human? Movement" (Doctoral
dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1974).
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MOVEMENT PROCESSgS IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
TEACHItING-LEARNING

The curriculuna-reform movement of the 1950's and the
1960's brought,, into sharp focus the importance of pro-
cess in human learning and the need to shift from the
traditional curriculum planning orientation, as essen-
tially the organization and2presentation of information,
to a concern with the learning of process skills. Today it
is widely recognized that-the value of pityts ical-education
as a subject field Hews much in its special way of lo ing
at phenomena and its unique process learnings as n
information provided or the productoriented per:
formance skills developed. PhysiCal. education Curricula
must be process-oriented if learners are to develop pro-.
cessing behaviors.

Movement'processes represent one large category of
human behavior.. The processes through which one
learns movement must therefore .be an Integral part of
curricular planning. Physical' education. classes can he
expected to resultin improk7ed quality of movement per-
formance for more Learners if.curriculurn plSn,ners are
thoroughly cOgnizatit' of the, processes by wIlch an
individual learns to facilitate, extend and utilize fully his
unique. moveMent capabilities'. Movement processes.
provide a basis for sequencing potential learning experi-
ences in physical education as teachers develop instruc-
tional objectives using purpose elements of hutan
movement as the coptent focT and movement oper-
ations to lintify the process toward which instruction
is dire,cted. If the learning Of movement process skills is
viewed as an important outcome, the student may be, 0*-

expect#d not only to improve his performance, but also.
to increase his range of movement abilities.. Learning
movement processes is as important to achieving', lib-
eral education today as achieving .competence in par-
ticular subjects of a movement education, perhaps more
so.

r.

A Taxonomy of Movement Process Categories
The Purpose Process Curriculum Framework devel-

oped under AAHPER auspices. provides guidelines for
curricular, decision-making in two major dimensions.
The purpose dimension discussed in preceding pages is
used primarily to define the scope of the physical ,educn-
tion Curriculum and to select program content. The pro-
cess dimension has been developed in the form,
classification scheme fOr identifying major tyftkiOf
movement. operations, by describing seven processes
through .which a human being learns. Movement. Th,e
,focus is on learning processes and the attempt has been
to differentiate important learning operations in order to
facilitate improvement of instruction.

The phy,S.ical educators who developed this classifica-
tion scheme rdied heavily in the early stages on the
published materials of Blooni, Krathwohl and assoc

ates.' 2 Tentative classifications for the "psychomotor
domain," available by 1970,3 4 5 were studied and
numerous physical education objectives were analyzed.
Three major process categories were conceptualized.
Many persons participated in a taskpf classifying objec-
tives using a two-way grid. Woiking with the areas of
greatest consensus, eight movemerit process catetories
were conceptualized and defined' This.. draft cof_:,!a_
taxonomy for writing physical education objectives"
was the first Rublished version.6

Later WOrk based on the responses of many scholar-
teachers and the experiences of .educatorp using the
taxonomy has broadened the'Projt4tted funktions of the
classifiCation scheme of movement process categories
and modified the categories theMSelves. Current def-
initions and descriptions ares as followN;

;
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A Process Focus for Learning
The authors of the PPCF subscribe to the view that

proesses are "embodied in the phenomenon of human
learnic.g."8 It is hypothesized that when a student learns
processes, he is better equipped for,vtisfying behAior
which will he ,useful in a variety of situations. The
teacher who is well informed about (learning processes
can provide a wide range of learning experieni for
children and youth.

Since process skills are those which have an dement of
ongoingness -.about them and their relevance -and
applicability is to a wide range of situations, learning
them involves two dimensions: the opportunity to ex-.

,perience the use of the skill -in a wide variety of situa-
tions, and the chance tOsyerhaliie the meaning of the skill
so an interplay can exist between the logical and intuiT,
tive. In other words, although process skills are ordinar-
ily called into play spontaneously, the individual should'
have the tools at his command to go back and analyze
what may have transpired through more or less intuitive
judgment. By so doing, the person can behave in differ-
ent or possibly more adequate ways in somewhat 'similar
future situations.

The learning of processes does not guarantee the.,
learner will put them into adept use. Merely exposing
the learner to a variety of processes will not serve the
purpose. He must have More than exposure. He must
grasp the nature of the process and grasphow it became
that way; he must know how it has been used in the past"
and where it Might -be used in the fu tureind he must
know how to use it with a diverse content to modify it as
circumstances demand, to tit his Purpose, and to assess
the results.

Muih more must be learned about movement pro-
cesses themselves. The seven categories of movement
processes hypothesized as the process dimension ut the
PPCF are currently being studied insa series of efforts to
validSte the constructs..Initial efforts suggest that the
processes of perceiving, patterning, adapting, and ref in-

10

ing can be further understood through research relating
these categories of learner activity ta previous and cur-
rent research findings-on 1 dtor skill acquisition.%) 1011
On the other hand, it appears at greater uncierstandrpg
of the processes of varying, imp ovising, and composing
may result from research based-oA recent studies of r6
creative process as a more pervasive aspect of individu I
human behavior.12 13 For the present, the following d s7
cussion of each of the seven hypothesized -movement-A__
process categories may he helpful- topthe individual
teacher making airriculadecisions directed toward the
development of mweinent process skill*.

F, p
Perceiving. Perceiving, as the basic movement rocess

-category, typicagy in -hides exploratory opera ions. in
which the learner re elves or "takes in" dat through

,

which he or she be rriore aAvare of the svlf as a
moving being, mor- accu t". knowledge of self as a
total functioning pt son. P rNiving is not limited to the
unskilled or riiiyice learn r; it iso include's operations
which lend to differefitiation!of subtle nuances -in skillful
movement. The process of perceiving is dynamic a
ongoing; it has many dements whith make it diffiCu o
deseribe. It involves the trans'action of theorganivriVith
stimuli which can he internal or external; it demaridslhor
attention of the individual. Behavior term* ?fo'r' per-)
ceiving include ident0 recognize, disco er,' dis-.--v..criminate.

. h,A process focus for learning suggests more a tti, Lion in
curricular. decision-making to processes of perce
The needs for greater awareness of self and increased
accuracy in sell-knowledge are-not Limited by an artifi-
cial mind-body dichotomy,; but relate'to the self as a total
thinking-feeling -ni.oving being. Movement processes
which increase self-awareness and self-understanding
should he deliberately encouraged. Learners may he
asked to identify many movement positions in a given
skillor activity and to demonstrate and discuss a given
movement position in another activity 6r skill,context.
Students maybe asked to fed or'observe a tiartietlilar skill
and focus on the joint action of, that skill as it is per
forted by a skilled performer, then to coMpace their
observations with each other-and their performances to (
the skillful' performance.

The role of movement in..perceiv mg and responding to
various aspects of the external environment should also
be highlighted. For example, students quay beguided
toward development of varied and creativegaMe strat
egies through capitalization on the greater versatility
and range in their own movement performance in con-
tinuous assessment of the external situation and the
changing game play.

Pattmiing. Achievement of a particular movement
pattern or skill is the goal of a novice in a particular motor
activity just as it is the motivating force of the developing
child in the trial-and-errorproVess f building a reper-
toire of fundamental motor skills. Movement patterns of
particular interest to the physical educator include such
common patterns as walking, running, jumping, hop-

,



ping, leaping, sipping, sliding, galloping; throwing,-.. ,

,' kicking, striking. Patterning operations are those
movement processes which result in the ability to per-s

';;forma %recognizable und'erhavl throw, for example, to.
reprodilice the pattern on demand, to execute the throw
at a later time in anOth r place. Behavior terms for pat-
terning include perfor , execute, demonstrate, rep-

te, opplicate,' .

Com ting theories of, motor development and skill
. .

.1,e.arriing 'provide, dif ering views of patterning ,pco- ,

cessesTkorn an ins ctional perspesQve, however, it is
generally agreed tha learnerS teed' ssistance in the
provisiOn °la model. r the formulation of,an ideOlanetic
plan. Once a model or a plan isestablished, practice is

- required until sufficient consistency in the Movement
behavior is achieved to identify the product as a par-
ticular movement pattern. Beyond 'that point the move-
ment operations orprocesseSare categorized as refining.

,," Adapting. Adapting processes are directed toward the
organczatiim of perceptual-motor abilities with yiew to

' solving particular movement tasks. or requirements.
Adapting is the modification of a particular movement to
perforfn it under different conditions. Some behayior
terms for idapting are adjust, apply,, employ, utiliie.

A chil Who has learned to wail( on a carpeted flow'',p

must ad pt the walking pattern to maintain balance on a
grade'cl',grassy lawn The learner who has achieved a'
successful two-hancledcatdting pattern working with a
beach, ball uses adapting operfitiors when he mpdtfies
that pattern to catch a playgroundball. The squash pller
who has previbusly learned to play tennis exPerienceS a
p'rcess * adapting in adjusting his forehand4 striking
pattern4dAgemands of the new sport. A skillful diver'
adaptscOrtain movers learned An the one-meter boaritto
the three - meter board. The adapting process dittegory
requ s prior establishment of an appropriate move
me pattern and is ically directed toward modifying _L---)
that pattern to me specific' xternally imposed task`;
demangs. A ,.

Refining. ,Jsua in physic. education instruction 4:,
more attention is given to refining motor, skills,,than to

' any of the other sick movement process4ateg4Res;
fining is.directed toward the acquisiti*OCSMOdth
efficient control of 'established moter:pititerits,towa
the achievement of precision, and toward the habitti
tion of perfoanance. earning activities are structured,
encourage' identif cation and elimination of per-,
formance errors4o increase consistency of performance;

olOo develop greVer speed, to emphasize accuracy! Be..
havior terms for refining include con ol, synchronize,
improve, perform rhythmically (efficie Hy,. smoothly).

Researchers specializing in- (nor learning haye given
considerable attention to an ysis of t , processes of
motor ,skill acquisition. 14 lb 6 17 18 Mostd scribe meter
performance as being governed by a close loop system
with components of input, processing, on put and feed-
back. Feedback is viewed as the' ong ing guidance
mechanism in motor skill learning. Usti tt ) little knowl-
edge is available for aaquate understanding either of

I

the feedback the learner receives as an inherent aspect of
perfoimance or of the augmented feedback provided
directly or indirectly by the teacher. All learning theories
ancf-All models for curriculum development do 'admowl-

,.edge the i ortance of the learner's active functioning..,
Refining m st certainly be, stild ti as a oces o

:duster of processes 'actively en, loyed,b the learner'.
Vanying. Mover egLgpera ons that ,pha.size differ-

ent ways of perfcfrmin specific, already familiar.
movements, are categorized as varying. The process of
-varying reults in options in motor performance unique
in the experience of the individual. These-Options are of 4;4,
an immediate situational nature. Terms for varying in-
dude change, revise, alter, embellish, diversiff.

Varying' differs from adapting in that performance
options are not limited by externally imposed specific'
task demands. Student responses to a motement task

pcalling for a pattern modification with are*dbed out-
come or "correct" perfArmance are view4.as adapting.
A teacher-strtictured. movement challenge which is
open-endedin the anticipated student responses,is de
signed to stimulate varying process skills.

Varying occurs when the mover changes tht terripo or
the force of, a motorxerformance. While moving, the
performer may change the body's shape or the parts of
the body in which Movement is focused. Varying is!;
stimulated by challenges to perform a particular move-;
tnent within different spatial parameters, within 'a lim-

n 'Red or extended period of time, or ,with acceleration or
deceleration: Any personally unique option, in the per- ,(
formance of a specific movement 'may be classified as
Varying,' provided no predeterthined movement be-,
havior has been externally imposed on the mover:

Improvising, Improvising is defined as extemporane-
ous origination or initiation of personally novel move-

, ment or combinationV moVement--A1 s in the.process of
varying, improvising or riciy not be stimulate l by a
Situation externally structured. Improvising diffeil from
varying, however, in that varying is limited toPfferent
ways of performing speeft thoVements, whereas im-
provising.results in movement which is newly experi-
enced by the individual or in previously untried com-
binations of movement. Terms which suggest impro-
vising include extemporize, anticipate, invent,, devise
spontaneously.

Improvising is characterized by spontaneity or the
lack of conscious planning. The figure skater or gymhot
whose praakeakoutine is interrupted by a fault imprO-
vises to tnake a 'smooth transition. The tennis or vol-
leyball player who recognizes that the ball is beyond
normal reach improvises to make a "save:" The par-
ticipant in a basketball or soccer game improvises in
responding to a changing pattern of teammates, oppo-
nents, and the ball with movement combinations unrez
hearsed in the particular form created, The dancer or the
swimmer moving spontaneously to express ideas or teel=
ings in movement creates as he moves .)An improv-
isation cannot be duplicated, although it may generate
moVernent-lxkuponents or sequences of composing.
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Composing. 'Physical education has rarely ptovided in-
. structional experiences in composing for any but the

more gifted mover,. Yet the process skills of composing
,Are needed by all for a complete movement repertoire..
The combination ( learned movement inni persona
unique motor des, gn can be satisfying and rewarding .ts
any human being. Few individuals possess the ability'to
create motor responses which are universally unique' in
that top!), have never been performed before. On the
other hand, everyone hk the potential for comp sin
personal interpretationMi rnVement that result i
citing motor responses experiencedfor the *st time.

Terms Used(to encourage composing include design,
symbolize, and on Composing is distinguished
from. impromisingi by conscious planning and fore-
thought. A carefully. planned movement composition
can be refined as finished artistic. design. I can be
notated and'duplicated by the originating mover ,or by
another mover who Was not the composer. Composite is

1 a procesS' skill with wide applicability; it can be exp ri,-.
enced and developed in ,dance,, gymnastics, .a.qtfatics,

s:' games °and sports. Composing that results in a new.
moyement form such as a butterfly- stroke, a Fosbury
,flop, a 'wishbone, and a Hamill is rare indeed, but com-
posing that expands the 'movement experience of the
average;student in..a physical education class by deveI7,
oping his 'potential for creating his or her own motor
designs should be encouraged by every physical educa-
tion teacher: _

-In..or.- der to .providefurther clarification of the seven
movumfnt process categories, twc)- series of movement

rprocess-behavibis contributed by "Cons 19-are listed be-
low. .

Movement
:Process 'Balance Beam

Perceiving

"Befining

The Child palks on tft,e
balance beam hesitantly,
stops f recritently to
maintain balance; m
hang onto partner or
teacher. Experiments
with body and arm
positions. Child may
use a shuffle step or
slide step.

y

Patterning Child walks on the
balance beam using an
alternating step pat-
tern with a well bal-
anced body position.
Some hesitancy or slow-
ness in performance
may still exist.

Adapting Child walks on a
balance beam with an
altoinating step pat-.
torn. He /she walks
over a wand and through
a hula hoop. May lack
smoothness in perfor
mance.

Soccer

After a demonstration,
the student replicates
a kicking, pattern.
fundamental striki
pa,ttern (swing) wi the
fool is the goal of pe
f rmance. Neither
litcuracy nor distance
is brought into focus.

Tho student xecus
kicking pe rn. Tho
force, point f contact,
and folkw,t ough is
the focus:

Tho student adjusts his
kicking pattern to per-
form on Instep

.1

.Varying'

Each timefthe
walkkon the,balance
beam, bei,she performs
the,tesk smoothly with
an altorneting'step
pattern end good (body
poisitiorf. He /she is
able tornive over the
wand 8;4 through the
hula h¢op with no hesi-
teflon '01!. iciss of body
contrat. '

The child while walking
on' the balance beam-
varies the walk by
adding a hop. The
child is trying to per
form a movement in
a different way.

improvising The child while ilkirig
on the beam us s a leap'
to go over the wand in-
ststilikcif a step.

6f:imposing The child designs and
performs a series of
moves on the balance
beam.'

Teacher Focu s on Piocess zy

47

1

The student performs
effiCienttly the instep,
kink iuloccer. The

-pattern of the kick js
perfprined smoothly

'with- the sarReforce
and accuracy each,
time:

The student alters his
kicking pIttter'no per-
fot2r, several variations.
The student tries too
perform the soccer _Icjck ,
from varying distances
and P6sitions from the

b-goal.

The student in a game pf,
soccer modifies the pass
pattern to take advan-
tnge of his opponent's
being pulled our t of

.position.

The studentwill be
able to design an often-.
sjye strategy, (kick at
goal) responding to a
sot pattern of plaV de-
veloped with teammates.

Curriculum planners will find the purpose dimension,
of the PICF more helpful in currValai: decision-making
at societal dd. institutional levels. The process di-
'mension hap particular apkication at t4 instructional
level. Teachers can give addilionai emphasis to prbcess
outcomes by developing instructional objectives in
accordance with the eroposed moviement process cate-
gories. Sequence in physical educajon can be facilitated
by organizing curricular 'content in terks of desired pro-
cess outcomes. Well-stated instructional objectives pro-
vide for combining the learning of purpose content with
the development of movement process competence. This
approach can be used to generate educational objectives
for instructional..groups in any learning environment,
utilizing a wide variety of learning media, encompassing
traditional and popular games, stunts, sports and dance
activities, i ovative movement education challenges,
and. unfamilia but potentially satisfying physical rec-
reation oppor nities. Even morctimportant, it can b
used to identi instructional objectives for individu I

learners ancrlo 8uide personalized learning in differetit
process categories for a number of individuals learn
in a group environment, but not necessarily 'attemp ng
to achieve the same goal at the same time. Such o jec-
tives also provide bilses for both formative and su ma-
tiye evaluation of student achievement of perfor ance
objectives.
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The usfr of movement process.clegories for the,state-
Menf of tnstructiOnat objectives ,end the evaluation of
learning outcomes is a typical use of 9 taxtnomy. Move-
ment process categories may also be used i t direct teact-
er focus ta the learning behaviors of student,in contrast
to unwarranted attention to less relevant stunt charac-
teristiq or behaviors. Skill V ObSemiation of 'pupils is
viewed as a desirahle//i4elier. competacy. Yet those
respoti le for professional preparation at both: pre-s -

vice anchin-servietlevettiriotelhat teachers often find-. it
VifficieCto shift th*. foqis of attention from their own/

activities to the studentS; even when attending primaril
to °students; teachers frequently are not observing th

-1c_haracteristi behaviors: are instructiona
relevant. Mulla :20 has provided' some initial,eviden
indicating-experience with taxonomies for educational\-,

, objectives assists teachers it directing instructional
focus to the learning behaviors of their students. It may

teacher with the ability to state objectives in
term ovement process categories observes student
ritovem behaVior more sjysternatically and can re-
spond more appropriately in his ongoing instructional
behavior. r . .

atilidance "to students in improving motor per-
. "fOrrnance has long '13-een recognized as .a key'lre-

sponsibility of the. physical educatibn, teacher. In terms
of curr nt views of motor learning, an essential aspe0 pf
instruc n".is the provision of augmented feedback to

' the Lear ei... Teachers are necessarily concerned with
prOvidifa Accurate and helpful feedback to their stu-
dents. I-1 rrington21 devisxd an observation instrument
for systematic descriptive analysis of teacher feedback
which utilizes movement process categories to classify
the content of augmented feedback. Analysis of data
relating to the motor performance category indicated,
demonstrated. that the teachers observed were pre-
dominantly concerned with prescribing motor practice-
to follow strident acvity viewed as patterning or 're-
fining moVdment. iy.,s'kstem which ,hakes it possible

1.-- .to study teacher , ttention to .the movement process
behaviors of stil ents has potential for aiding in the
development appropriate educational objective's and
for improvin the quality of instructional guidance fii
physical educ tion.

The move nt process categc y _scheme also has the
potential of h 1ping physical educa tors to focus on facil-
itating the developme.nt of individual creativity.

iEducators in he 1970's are increasingly concerned with
extending lei ning options to realize more fully hu-
manistic goals. In this effort, it is reasonable to hypoth-
esize' a larger role for personal creativity. Traditional
physical .education programs have provided very little
encouragement for the development of individual
creativity. Creativity in movement is clearly one channel
to which many learners' have had insufficient access.

If the students can develop creative movement con-
cepts and process skills for varying, impnivising, and
composing cloven-lent,' opportunities fc;r s elf -
actual iia tion will. certainly be enhanced. An approach by

20

I4a1122 may be helpful in this regard; she has developed,
behavioral definitions of the creative process, using ac-
tivity examples. Teacher's must find ways to facilitate
such development, however.-Brockmeyer23 developed
and evaluated a t6/aCher behaVior, instructional. unit foie
eliciting -creative moventent performance. Selected /
teacher verbal feedbacI5, beNviors were incorpigateel
into a microteaching intervention program. Analysis -'
Rreinterventign data supported Harringtorfs findin
that patterning tends to receive the most empliasisi
physical education classes. More important, trockmey
concluded that physical education'teachers:can dire
their teaching toward elicitation of student creative pr
cessing in movement if. they intend to do so, and
increase use of behaviors selected to facilitate t el-
opment of student4ereative processing.
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CURRICULAR DECISION-MAKING:'
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

The preceding pages have reported the progress of the
AAHPER Curriculum Research Project directed toward
the development of a conceptual framework for physical
education curricular decision-making. In summary the
Purpose Process Curriculum Framework.(PPCF) is based

. on the assumption that the primary concern of physical
- -educationis the individual human being moving in in-

teraction with his environment. Its two major di-
menoions consist of purpose concepts and proceSs cons
cepts. The functions of hruman movement in achieving
the goals of man have Yeen logically analyzed and or-
ganized as the three key concepts of individual devel-
opment, environmental coping, and social interaction,
encompassing seven major purposes used to define the
scope of the physical education curriculum and to select
program content: Instructional planning requires a sec-
ond or process dimension which has been developed in
the form of a classification scheme for identifying three,
major types of movement operations, deskAing seven,
operational processes through which a human being
learns movirnitnt. These concepts and their interre-
lationships are the components of a framework which
serves as a 'tool for curricular decision-making in phys-
ical education.

How do these concept4 aid in making particular
curriculum decisions? How are the purpose and process
climensions, used in combination to develop an educa-
tional prdgram of movement activities? The function of a
conceptual framework is not to provide specific answers,
but to offer guideline'S which aid the professional work-
ing on the local level to find his or her own better
answeis. To serve as a viable tool for curricular de-

t

cision-making, this particular framework depends upon
two Conditions. It is assumed that the individual curric-
ulum planner, whether .a member of the teaching faculty
or an administrative staff member with a major assigned
responsibility for curriculum', development, /s a pro-
fessionally prepared, knowledgeable physical educator.
The knowledge base necessary for many important
curriculum decisions is not spelled outin the framework; -a ,-
pit is assumed tobe included among the competencies of
the certified professional. It is further assumed that the
judgment of edu'qattors working in the local situation is
an important resource for curricular decision-niakingt,
affecting the citizens of any particulammunity; thus

0 the absence of certain types of detail in is framework is
deliberate. It is hoped that the PPCF is d flexible tool,
adaptable to the needs of curricurai decision-makers in a
wide variety of circumstances.

The chapters ich follow are intended to exemplify
decision-making procedures; none of the specific de-
cisions implied by the product presented is necessarily
endorsed by the authors of the framework. Different
interpretations of the villue of pa given activity in devel-
oping a varticular purpose or process will be evident.
There are illustrations representing a variety of grade
levels but no consensus as to the Appropriateness of the
instructional plans for children at a given stage of devel-
opment is implied. In every case, the,professional judg-
ments are to be made by local professional educators.

The materials which follow ire illustrations of physical
education curricular decision-making; they are not rec-
,ipes. They are organiyedin terms of the emphasis upon,
each-.of four major questions:

1. How are program goals determined?
2. ,How is 'Content selected? ,

;3. How are learning activities organized?
4. How is individual progress evaluated?

15
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1-10W ARE PROGRAM GOALS
. N, DETERMINED? ., ,

1

At least four approaches are possible in Using the,
Purpose Process Curriculum Frainework in determining
goals for local physical eduCation programs, (1) Physical
educationspecialists working in school systems in ,

which well-defined' educational goals have bee iden-
tifiedtified can review the purpose concepts of. the PP and
select' those appropriate to attainment of accept verall
school goals through physical education curricula. (2)
Local planners may review the inclusive purpose con-,
cepts and select from among the 22 those which are most

,iApptopriate to local needs and conditions as he bais for
curriculum planning. (3) Curriculum speci lists can ac:
cept all 22 purpose element concepts as the basis for
curriculum development. (4) Local educators can accept
procesS goals as sufficiently important toe included in
physical education curricular decision-making at the in-
stitutional level.

- .

Coordinating Purpose Concepts with School Goals
If the professional staff Iii;'s already clarified school

goals which provide sufficient 'direction to curriculum
planners in the various subject .415.41s, the physical
educator works within thi.O.amevork to plan the educa-
tional program of movement activities. For example, if
itne of the genercil instructional gals of a particular mid-
dle school states that ''the chid -should identify and
explore personal interests and abilities through a variety
of contacts with a:Atm-1'11er of different activities,? the
physical educator might proceed as illustrated by 13ierii,

.:._,.:in Figure 3. I..

The child should identify and exploto personal interests all(I abili-
ties through a variety pt contacts with a number of dips:rent activi-
ties.

anj finding ou9t what I like and what I can do')

CONCEPT

Object ManipulatiOnSpatial Orientation

41

I

Relationships

Dance The student
learns and cinion-
strates how to con
trol bcidy movement
in relation to other
objects (stationary
or moving).

,ELEMENT
I

Object Prolh(ition

ACTIVITY

.

Cultural.lnvotvornont

,

Participation

The curriculum 'specialist could determine that the
purpose elements of relationships, object projection,
and participation should guide the local teacher's efforts
to assist children in reaching the general school goal of
exploring personal -interests. The, physical education

. 'staff might then select dance as an activity ,through
which to explore-Personal interests and to develop con-
cepts of relationships andmovemen t abilities in relating
to objects and persons in the environment; Individual
teachers would, emphasize the developypen't of re-
Jationships concept and the exploration.ofThersonal in-
terests in 'daily instructional planning: The curriCulunif
specialist would need to consider the employment of
activities appropriate to the exploration of personal in-
terests in developing concepts of objeCt projection and
participation in the same way; Of and tennis were
selected in the above exa pie. Similarly, each of the
other general middle school als woul guide selection
by the physical education curri pecialist, ih light
of the potential values of patlicular movement activities,,:
of other purpose element; to be stressed. 'Presumably,
curriculum specialists in other subject areas would be
working toward the achievement of the same general
middle school goals within decision-making
frameworks appropriate to their particular subject fields.

Using Selected Purpose Concepts To Determine
Program Goals

In using the PPCF to determine physical education
program goals, the curriculuin specialist may review the
conip,r-ellpnsiye. statement of purpose concepts, select
from among the-22 purpose elementsthose to be empha-
sized in local curricula, and build curriculum plans based
on the particular. .purposes selected. Thus, if one of the
purposes to be emphasized in a senior high school pro-
gram is participation;:a number of activities available for
out-of-school participation in the tommunity and
appropriate for adult participation would need to be
introduced in physical education classes. ,Students
would have opportunities for skill development in:these
activities and choices in meeting their ihdevidual inter;
gists to encourage the. development of the desire for reg-

rivolUntaryPart icipation.,Students might berequired
fO.rneet minintuan competen4 standards in a designated

_ Umber of activities of their choice. Intramural and.club
sports programs would probably be emphasized.

If circulo-respiratory effiCieney is one of the purpose
lements selected for emphaSis; sortie type of fitness

testing program would probably he established. The
curriculum would be designed to ensure substantial ex-
perience in vigorous activities. Students would par-
ticipate in varied types of conditioning .exercise prti-
granms and %you'd receive instruction in procedures for
developing and maintaining physical fitness, possibly
including a minkcourse in physiology of exercise.

Ina program in which leadership education is to re-,
ceive significant local emphasis, all students would be
provided with opportunities to perform leadership roles
'during the conduct of their physical edittation program.

Golf Thu! student Tennis The student
develops specific participates in a
object projection variety of popular
Skills in a golf activities in order

'unit. to clotorni* those
liked beSt. Tennis

one such activity:

Figuro 3. 0urposo Concepts Flolatod lo a School Goal of Expldrinti
Personal Intorostn.
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They would have frequent occasions to work in pairs and ...

small groups in classes, as well as to play team leadership
roles. They could experience these roles in relation to
varying types of activities and iii intramural,, club sport,
or community contexts as well as in classes.

A piogram designed by Tiburzi2 provide9 an example
of .a plan developed this way. (See Appendix A) This
particular program was designed to.,emphasiie seven r
purpose concepts in a senior high school physical educa-
tion curriculum, the three purpose concepts discussed.'
above (participation; cifculo-resphatory Of ' fency, and
leadership) and,. in addition, movement app eciation,
.cultural understanding,-teamwork, and n °muscular
efficiency.. .. / . ,

Program Goals Based on the 'Comprehensive Purpose,
Framework

0 . .

A decision 'to .accept all twenty-two p'urposetelement
concepts-as the basis for currieulurri development would
be based on the rationale tliat full educational opportu-

,. nitY includes the opportunity to become aware of all the
..potentialWays of fulfilling human potential and enha nc-

.'. ing the quality of living through physical activity: Phys-
ical educators who accept this premise assume re..
sponsibility for introducing other persons to the full
range of possibilities for meaningful involvement in
physical activities. Starting from this philbsophical po-'
sition, an individtial,program planner may still provide
for infinite variation in emphasis upon the different
purposes and for' any degree-of participant choice as to-

-7hoiv much depth shall be .sought in developing par-
'. ticular purpose concepts'.

The model developed by LaPlante and Chapman3 it-
lustrat6 this approach..(Figure 4) This model was devel-
oped for a K-12 curriculum development project in

' which teachers- in the school district served as curric-
ulum workers under -the direction of a curriculum g,pe-
cialist qualified to guide-curricular' deCisiOn-iiiaking
using several models. including the'PPCF., The firsOtep
in the process requires theteachers identify the prop- ..

lems in their distfict that necessitate curriculum devel-
- operientor, reviSiOti. The curriculum specialist reviews

with them available conceptual fr;inieworks for long
tange plann ing..,If the teachers select another conceptual

_...' fiamework, it will be necessary ttildent ify an alternative
model for decision-makingt:.1.the PPCF is accepted. for
local curricular decision-making, acceptance Of its broad
goals is implied, and decision-making proceeds as indi-
cated .o.n the flow chart. ,

Since the goals as stated are 'very gt2neral, the teachers
must ask.themsclves, what evidence they-will accept that
the goals have been met. Ttie,evidence can be stated as

,;.". answers to the following questions: If the student's pur-
pose for moving is .._ .... ,

(a) what should he be able to do? ,
(b) what does he need to know?
(c) how should he feel about it?

Statements of acceptable evidenCe must then be col-
lapsed into a succinct list and may then be classified in

..:I.'., :

[

Problems .
Roviow

rramework,

Accept
Purposh
PIOCOSS.

1 OActiceerpl

Accept
Goals

(
.'1'.(111 Gaol -- *6

Check
-4-

M )

A
(Collapse \
Evidence .

; )4
S11,11,1
Lnt

- -

Ch rtl

L1,110,

L

.1,

4

,."

7.fjrapl,

Expert

)Values

Elimmalo
11,aton

by
Concept V

L:'neel

Obje

[VALUATE

FiguroA. Model for Decision Making

one of two ways. Statements of evidence might be clas-
sified according to whether they are primarily within the
context of specific activities, i.e., team sports,'individual
sports, aquatics; or dance; or the: statements might be,e
dassified-occording to the thre4eY concepts, i.e., man
master of himself, man in space, or Man in a social world.

As the'fow chart indicates,' the next. step will be to
make decititi; concerning what activities will be taught
at what leyell::,The activities listed by level Will be sports
activitieOunth as volleyball or gymnastics if the activity
classiiidttiiir is used, but will be movement activities

:"relocatitin"' activities or "object, projection-
reeOritiolV, octivities if the concepts daSsification is se-
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lected. Once the activities to be included at each level
have been determined;. tile net step is to decide more
precisely howthese activities carr be organized into in-
structional units at each grade level. Rid how long the
units will be, The teachers resporitible for teaching at a
specific grade level will need to formulate instructional ,

objectives which, if mete will lead to the eventual attain-
Merit of the :broad cUrrituIar rgcials.

The-OVerall evaluation of the curriculum will be in
terms of whether the process has provided solutions to

e problems initially identified, and the assessment of
student outcomes in terms of the evidence to be accepted
that the broad curricular goals have been trieT. The flow
chart in Figure 4 thus depicts a. Model for centinuing
curriculum development and ,evatuation: The procedure
is further detailed in. Appendix B.

Process Goals for Phycal Education Progf. anis'
Planners who use'the PPCF in determinirig goalsrfor

local physical education programs usually focus, at the
institutionA level of de6iSion-inaking, on the purpose
concepts. However, educators Who consider process

,

. .
goals sufficiently important may .decide to include
among the program gohls the development of movement
process skills. A given program may emphasize the pro-
cess of skill acquisition (patterning, adapting, and re-
fining, in PPCF terms). A program for children with
inotoriChanclkaps may direct pirticular attention to the
process concepts of perceiving and:patterning. Another
program might direct major einphasis to development of
the creative processes of varying, improvising, and .-

composing. Such,ciecision§ could result in the selection
'of different content, in the choice of varying procedures
for organizing learning activities, and in the use nf less
traditional techniques for evaluaton.

Any of the three illustrations ' resented above could
incorporate the decision to include process goals among

: those selected for local physcial education programs. The .

.general goals of the middle school program. preciously
.,,

presented are of a type-Which suggest concern for pro- .,

cessgoals by the,curriailum planners. The schliol goal of
:exploring personal interests, as W'ell'as other goals not
previously quoted, might be supported by emphasis on
process goals in the physical education curriculum. For

I

L
k.

example; the goal to "develop bSS,ic learning skills and
haifre more opportuiiies to apply these skills in pro-
gressively more organized activity" can be interpreted to
indude the development of the movement process skills
defined by the PPCF. As a child learnsitow to cy) things: ...
in the physical education crass, iie' learns how to,use
movement process skills tq learti'new activities outside'
the sdiool setting a§ well as in future physical education
classes. .

,

The senior high school program described above ern-
phasiies both purpose and process codkepts. Ordirrative
movement process goals ate stressed in the ninth grade.
program in the gbal of competency in aquatics and in one
activity each in 'the areas 'of team spprts, individual
sports',' and dance and gymnastics. These goals are.
stressed in the tenth grade program in attainnrriVof
minimal .competency in two additional sport areas and
intermediate competency in two sot areas; and again
in the graduation requirement of additional student-se-
lected skills competencies. Creative movement process
goals are included in both ninth and tenth grade pro-
grams.

In the model fOrcurricular decision-making, process
conceptSvuld be hichicled-in the goals accepted,and in '.

determinlig the eviden:Ce that goals are met. Classifica-
tion by concepts wouldjnclude a fourth column for pro-
cess concepts. Instructional units and instructional b
jectives would reflect concern fOr process goals as well as
purpose-oriented goals. .

Summary
Each of three approaches in us ingpurpose.con-cepts,of

the PPCF, in determining goals for local physical educa-,
tion programs has been illustrated. A few examples of a
fourth approach emphasizing the inclusion of the pro-
cess concepts of the PPCF in determining goals have
been, cited. Oters will be noted in illustrations in the
following chapters'. .

. .

RonaW, Rieriunpublished paptr, Madison, Wisconsin/ Public
Sch'oo,ls
lAntoiliette Tiburzi, unpublished.pape.r. State University of NesT)
York, Cortland; 1474.
'Marilyn 1..11'1mile, Parlhan-i (Tollege, :and PegimChapnian, Mattison,'
Wisconsin, Public Schot,IS, unpublished paper, p)72,

s c

.



HOW IS CONTENT SELECTED?
r

Once program goals'; have. been determined, content .,.
apprOpriate to attainment of those ;goals must be se-
lected..Immost instances, use of thePPCF toselect.con-
tent begins with the identification of one or mOreOf the

-22 purpose eleMents as a significant prOgrarm goal.
Meaningful decisions aboutcontent be'selected re-
quire analysis, of the pttupeos element to clarify what
subelentents are included: The identification apossible

, ..sublernentsis necessary in order to better focus content.
It Is not presumed that at the subelement level.Ontent
can be definitively specific. The nature of th content' -1
would need to be applied to the entire element until that
point in time when each subelement has been validated.

--/Exhaustive further research needs to be focused on each
.construct element to reach this goal.

114..

,

Theoretical Constructs of Purpose ,fo*r,Mtivenient

, The curriculum specialist works from a' construct,
often hypothetical, of what an eleMent such as circulo-

,. respiratory efficiency, relationships, or teamwork in-
dudes. Examples of putpOe :constructs developed to
identify subelements as A-basiS for selection of program
content are described in the following.pages. The reader
nut e- cautioned that these examples have not been
val da d. They represent different levels of kno4/.10ge,
foCi and specializations. They are presented here merely
to illustrate a variety of approaches. The examples to
follow are constructs for neuromuscular efficiency, joy of
movement,- awarenessobject projection, simulation,
teamwork and culturailinderStandi-ng.

Neuro-duscular Efficiency.. The model' presented in
Figure 5 represents netiro-muttcu. iar efficiency as an en-
tity made up of strength, balanCe, agiii tyficoord 'nation,:
endurance, itid kinesthetic sense.

The purpose element of neuro-muscular efficiency'has ' '

bken define.d as "man moves to develop and maintain
Motor function ing.!;,The subelements identifiedare de-/ f,fined as follows: ;

Strength 'Man moves to mar in or ,improve the
:' capacity to exert. muscular foffe.,
alance Man moves to maintain or improve, the

abilifr to maintain .the neuro-muscular system in
. An efficient. static, Condition ,or to control it in a
:'specific efficientposture whjle -moving. ,,i.i

: Agility Man moves to maintain or improve the abil-
ity to change direction rapidly and accurately.

Coordination., Man moves to maintain or improve the
.',.a.bility to integrate types of .movements into spe-
6ficpatterns: / '

Enckirance 'Man mover to maintain or improve the
capac ity to sustain movement overa period of time,

KitiesIlicticSelise Man moy4s to maintain or improve: :
the sense of,awarenesS'OfPnsition of the body or
body partS'as it, naves through' space.,

Joy of Movetnent,.:. .16y.'-of movement is defined. as de--
riving pleasuie frOM movement experience. Thirty-three
physicaP'eduCation sPeCialiSts.. working with seventh
graders in Racine County; Wisconsin; weresurveyed in
5 research study2 directed-toward;01e development of a
construct of joy of movements The survey suggested that'
movement was enjoyed Most.when the qualities were
suspended, explosive, rotating, extraordinary, and/or
free and when .engaging iMriinning, jumping, and/or,
object manipulation moVerTients. Joy of movement,
therefore, was postulated as'having two components,
that of most enjoyed movements and that of qualities
which make. the movements..ple,asurable. Figure 6 is a
visual representation ofi.thig..cciristruct and of the
hypothe§hed movements and qualities..'.

.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL i f V ICIL NCY

Fitturo.5. Construct of Now o-Nkscular. titticioncy 'Figur() ti. Construct of Joy of Movornont



Awarenervi. The PPCF defines the purpose of more-
ness as moving to clarify a conception of the body and its
position in space. The construct of awareness,' rep-
resented in Figure 7, postulates two discrete constituents
of dynamic body awareness in space. Thelirst is defined
as body shapes and focuses primarily on how the`body
can move. Included are knowledge of body Ruts, how
these parts move, and the ability to position bodyparts
in specific ways. The second, described as spatial coor-
dinates, focuses primarily on where the body can move.
The .component of spatial coordinates is logically di- ,674

vided into' three subcomponents. Directions concern
judgment and movement in the horizontal, sagittal, and
oblique coordinates of space. Levels pertain to judgment
and movement in the vertical coordinates of space.
Pathways deal with visualization and movement
through space in order to make specific patterns or lines
while using a combination of spatial coordinates,

BODY AWARENESS

Body Shapes Spatial Coordinates

1 Knowledge of body parts

2 Knowledge of how body parts move

3 Ability to position body parts in specific ways

4 Directions (horizOntal, sagittal, oblique)

5 Levels (vertical)

6 Pathways (combination)

Figure 7. Construct of Body Awareness

Body Awareness4 Space Awareness

Stance: any,type of ready
positioji or recovery
position:

Carriage: any way of pre-
senting the body; the
body alapectacle;
stage pteience.

Body Shapes: Round (roll),
Narrow (tight ploceS),
Wide (block. screec),
Twisted (power, interest).

Feints: use of head, eyes,
shoulders, arms, hands,-
feet; use of ball or
implement.

Pivdots: change of facing

Recoveries: to regain a
favorable position or to
cover up an error,

Positioning: areas of responsi-
bility on the court or field.

Pivots: used as change of
direction.

Cutting: use of pathways;
creating spaces

Coverage: covering a space.

Object Projection. Object projection has been defined
as "man moves to impart momentum and direction to a
variety of objects." Two major foci derive from analysis
of the definition of object projection: the projectile and
the projector. The construct of object projectiontep-
resented in.Figure 8 'includes five subelements, three
identified with the projectile (speed, pathway, and
structure) and two identified with the projector (force
production and stability).

dnci FloJecTior

TOMAH: TOM

roc, STARA!, Y STnucTunt PA THWA SPUDPII0OUCTION
. .

M IT AMM
11.mo ny 'am Sow

MAAI

Va. Ay
111,011

NeerMAAA Or awn/

I I

Figure 8, Construct of Object Projection

Speed as .a subelement is the property`Of the projectile
which determines the length of time required to stop it.
Pathway conveys the concept of the entire projectile
flight during which the factors of spin and gravity would
have influence. The final projectile subelement concerns
its structure, shape, mass and resilience. As these factors
change, the pathway is modified. Analysis of the pro-
jector identifies two subelements of object projection,
force production and stability upon which the outcome
of any projection is dependent. Force production is con-
cerned with mass, leverage, sequence and timing; key
aspects of stability are base of support and friction.

Simulation. The PPCF defines. the purpose of sim-
ulation as moving to create an advantageous image or
4tuation. The four categories of Laban's movement
analysis framework, body awaileness, space awareness,
effort and relationships, have been used to classify the"
subelements of simulation; in developing the construCt5
which appears in Figure 9.

Effort

Time: change-uses varying
the speed or holding.

Weight: varying the strength
(smash/drop shot;
spike /d ink).

Space: direct/drive; flexible/
use of extraneous movement
(fencing).

Flow: changes in flow; free
to bound/bound to free
(layup in BB, shot on goal
in FH).

Figura 9. Construct of Simulation
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Relationships

With Objects:
Manipulative: continuous, any change

nt, placing o'f shots
ti) and horizontally

in grip; in-.
vertically
(angle of

With People:
Patterns of Play

"devised/improvised
drawing/pursuing
blocking/screening
tadkling/dodging
marking/double teaming/

zone defense \/'
backing up/interchanging
Idading/following.



Tedmwork. The purpose .element of teamwork is de-
fined as cooperation in pursuit of common goals. The
model of the teamwork cqnstruct6 shown in Figure 10
delineates the fo r subelements and their inter-
relationships. Dee- I e tive and representative terms of
the subelements of teamwork include identity,
commonality of goals, cohesion, and success. These four
teamwork components constitute a hierachy, with each
dependent upon the preceding one and representing a
cumulative portion of the whole concept. The alert
reader will note that this construct illustrates well the
general concept of, individual purpose or meaning; If
teamwork is defined:as a means toward winning or if
success is equated with winning, the components of
teamwork will be quite different. Here teamwork is de-
fined as a purpose and the four components are con-
sistent with an analysis based on that definition.

IDENTITY

COMMONALITY
OF

GOALS

Individual
Contribution:,

,,

Common Direction
of

Effort

COHESION SUCCESS

Unification
of

Effort

Figure 10. Construct of Teamwork

Group
Satisfaction

The effectiveness of a group or the quality of its team-
work is the exponential product individual con-
tributions. As a result, group capacity and needs deter-
mine membership roles and optimal individual con-
tributions. The movZe-must adequately, evaluate per-
sonal movement potentials relative to the other members
and accept a wle which is most complementary to the
movement potentials of the remaining group members.

In order for ,individual contributions to be directed
and channeled, group members must share the desire for
achieving the same goal. ereas individuals may as-
pire to distinct secondary o ctives, the ultimate goal or
purpose of the group's existence must be common to the
entire membership. The willingness to sacrifice ego-
centric aspirations in order to enhance the achievement
ot the group's goals exemplifies directed effort.

Whereas a common goal provides the external impetus
for group unity and direction of effort, the internal bind-
ing fofce of teamwork is the attitude of camaraderie.
Although group cohesion is multiditensional, it is par-
tially derived from the combined effect of individual
contributions commonly directed and draws sustenance
from the mutual regard and respect of the membership.
These feelings result in a closely -knit group structure
often illustrated by terms such as morale and esprit de
corps and characterized by unification of effort.

The combination of the elements of identity, com-
monality of goals, and cohesion culminates in individual
satisfaction which is the primary measure of group suc-
cess. The degree of satisfaction is relevant to the real-

ization of the first three subelements and can only be
optimal when each individual achieves Identity, a com-
monly directed effort, and an effort in unison with the
remaining group members.

Cultural Understanding. The construct model' symbo-
lized in Figure 11 analyzes subelements of cultural un-
derstanding, the purpose element defined by "man
Moves to understand, respect, and strengthen the cul-
tural heritage."

The element which integrates experience for the indi-
vidual is the Cultural Nexus. The Cultural Nexus is the
integration of the historical heritage and the con-
temporary social influences relating to and affecting the
individual's conscious and unconscious behavior. The
triangular' conglomerates which represent the Under-
standing and Extension components of Cultural Under-
standing are integrated by and within the Culturial
Nexus. These subelements are progfessive in nature.

SyrTit)olic
Flepre,,entation

Creative 4--
Diterprfse

Figure 11, Construct of Cultural Understanding

Exposure to activities and skills characteristic of the
ethnic play that is the focal point of the movement
experience is the first prerequisite of Participation. It is
during participation that one is taught or learns the basic
motor patterns required for increasing depth and in-
volvement in the movement experiences. As the
individual's participation devel4s, there evolves an In-
volvement in the movement activity which goes beyond
mere pattern practice. This Involvement is characterized
by an increasing interest in and search for the basis,
meaning, background and "rear nature of the play.
Personal com9fitment now becomes related to the con-
cept of rarticipation. Historical cultural manifestations
associated with the ethnic activities are engaged in wil-
lingly and for their own sake.

Linked with Participation and Involvement is the con-
cept of Stylization. That eManation of Involved Par-
ticipation which leads into an experiencing of the "real"
qualities of cultural play is termed Stylization. The indi-

6.34itlual, with learned and appropriate skill patterns, is
now exposed to experiences with individuals who know
and exhibit qualities of movement expression charac-
teristic of the authentic cultural play patterns. Personal
involvement with "rear cultural expressions and with



aut ntic ethnic players provides opportunities for
lea ing and stylisticajly refining movement patterns in

der to make them conform to the "authentic."
.M1 a result of motor,, cognitive and affective immer-

sion in a variety of ethnic school and non - school ac-
tivities the concept of Understanding of the cultural heri-
tage develops. The individual develops a personal un-
darstandIngof the cultural heritage in which immersion
has taken p . Participation is now at a level in which
skillful, styMed movement enhances awareness of self
in relation to the cultural play.

The integration of the Cultural play heritage is now
advanced by means of the socio-cultural milieu from
Understanding to a more abstract level of expression. M
cultural play characteristic of both the historic (ethnic)
and contemporary (American) heritage is engaged in,
conscious symbolism and creative enterprise in making
motor and cognitive associations with the Understand-
ings of the construct become more apparent.

Persons exhibiting behavior at the level of Symbolicos

Representation engage in cultural play in order to help
distinguish the purposes of the activity and to develop
additional insight into the growth of cultural identity
and its manifestations in action. Relationships between
historical ethnic play and, its contemporary expression,
and, relationships between the contemporary self and
the stylized heritage are darified in activity. Creative
Enterprise is the linked construct element resulting from
the reorganization of all the compOnents of Understand-
ing with foresight.and openness to life as it is devel-
oping, to create new expressions of the heritage.

Creative Enterprise and Symbolic Representation
intertwine until culturally "authentic" movement, ex-
pression becomes unconscious in nature. It is at this
juncture that ritual develops. No longer are all the com-
ponents of -cultural heritage consciously utilized but
behavior has actually become an integrated whole. Rit-
ual becomes-ths-culturar tie between the past and the
present. A Lifestyle has now developed which-serves as,
the true extender of cultural heritage. Action comes as an
integrated whole in-which all the understandings of,
cultural play and the progressions. of the Cultural Nexus
become unconscious and oftentimes conscious deter-
miners of behavior. A unique Lifestyle is the vehicle for
the extension of the cultural heritage. Participation to
Lifestyle is a cyclical process and continuum in which
"man moves to understand, respect, and strengthen the
cultural heritage."

Selection of Content To Develop' a Single Purpose
Element

Sound selection of content depends upon analysis,of
the purpose or process concepts to be developed. Once
the curriculum specialist has developed or selected a
satisfactory theoretical construct of the elements appro-
priate to the attainment of program goals, content can be I

selected in accordance with the elements and subele- , v
rnents identified. Again, it is presumed that ,specific
content can be developed at the shbelement level. The

succeeding example illustrates the conceptualization of
the purpose. concept of relocation as a theoretion-
struct including four subelements, and the selection of
program content utilizing this construct. Relocation is
defined as, "Man moves in a variety of ways topropel or
project himself." The ma trixe below identifies the four
subelements of propulsion, propulsion with object, pro-
jection, and projection with otlfect; and four variations
for the base of support. Activities have been selected to
meet the requirements of individual cells within the
matrix. Satisfactory experience in activities within each
cell should result in the development ofa comprehensive
set of relocation abilities. (Figure 1216

Subelements Bose of Support

.

Propuliion

Foot alterna-
tion or feet

Hand tilterna
tion or handa

Feet to hand!
or hands to
f.eet

'Who le body

.

walk, run,
skip, slide,
gallop

4

horizontal
ladder, walk
on hand.

cartwheel
walkOver

-r

forward roll
swimming

1

Propulsion
with object

roller skate,
ski, ride bike
snow shoe

paddle canoe
hands only
on rope
climb

tower diving
from hand-
stand

it
vaulting,
diving,
handsprings

sledding or
tobogganing,
swim fins or
kick boards.

Projection
jump, pop,
leap, hlurdie

,

Pr section
with object

rf

trampoline,
pogo stick ..;

pole vault

Figure 12. Selection of Relocation Activities In Accordance with Theoret-
ical Construct

Programming Emphasizing Selected Purpose Concepts
The preceding example illustrates the selection of con-

tent in terms of a single'purpose.element, relocation. The
next three exemplify physical echication programming,
each plan emphasizing several selected purpose con-
cepts.

Curriculum Plan for, Primary Grades. A plan9 for grade
one, based on the decision that the most important pur-,
poses at this level are mechani60 efficiency, awareness,
relocation, and relationships, follows. (Figure 13). Units
in Basic Movement and Games, Exploratory Ball-Activities,

Basic Tumbling, Apparatus, Climbing, Jump-
ing, etc., are organized with basic instruction and safety
standards being discussed and agreed upon by the
teacher and children. The units are aimed at discovery
and a wide variety of appropriate activities are made
available in logical sequences. Individual differences are
taken into account with activities being offered on a
variety of skill levels giving the child a chance to select'
the level that fits best regardless of the participation
ability of the child. Learning centers or interest areas are
set up in the physical education facility for the curric-
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ulum area being explored so the child might move at an
individual pace with guidance and suggestions being
offered in order to bring about wanted outcomes. Task
cards, dMvings, sketches, 'pictures, demonstrations,
simple directions, tutorial helpers and reciprocal learn-
ing from classmates are all modes of learning utilized in
the program.

Key Concepts

- ,

Activitts, Guide 1
i

14.
i.
16

2i1J

g

7, g

N2
ieg.r.

''- 1 -s
QM

X X

-2 §.cti

5

iiii
3-6
Oa.'

(auditor /perception activities) -

Listening Skills & Activities

Form Perception (Colors and numbers)

X X

X

X X

Basic Movement & Games

Exploratory Ball Activities X

X X

X X X

X

Basic Tumbling .Simple Partnerrgices
X

X

Apparatus: Balance Area
(Low Balance Beams, Low Balance
Boards, Tires. Walking Cans, Scooter
Boards)

Climbing Area (knotted ropes,
horizontal ladder) . X

X

X

X

Jumping Area Crash mat, mini-tramp
& mat, trampoline) X

Strength Area Dual ropes, rings X X

X X

X

X

X

X

Exploratory Rope Unit X

Folk Dance X

X

X

Rhythmic Gymnastics (Hoops) X

Target Unit Object Projection X

Parachute Play ,,

Track & Field Activities

JBall Game Activities X

Figure 13. Curriculum Plan for Grade One

Middle School. Physical Education Curriculum Plan. The
middle School curriculum plan '° which follows is struc-
tured to guide students (Grades 6 through 8) in the
development of concepts of awareness, relocation, re-
lationshiPs, object projection, object reception, ex-
pression, teamwork, comFfetition; leadership, par-
ticipation and movement, appreciation through twelve
popular sports, dance and gymnastic activities (Figure
14, page 24).

High School Physical Education Curriculum Plan. The
coeducational senior high school program" beloW was
designed to stress the three movement purposes ofphys-

iological efficiency, teamwork, and Parti ipation. To
complete the senior high physical educati n program,
each student is 'required to participate in activity
units. Of these 24 units, 17 units are to be in t e follow-
ing activities:

2 units in a field team sport \,
2 units in an indoor team game
2 units in gymnastics
3 units in swimming or passit proficiency test,
4 units in individual sports oir racket games ,

2 units 'in weight training, physical fitness, or,slim-
nasfics

The remaining seven units will be left to the choice of the
student Or can be used as maketip units. Figure 15 (pages
24-25) identifies the activities selfcted to contribute to
the fulfillment of the key purposes or aims of the p o-
gram. The chart also indicates movement proceales to
emphasized in planning and conducting ins tion.

Programming Based on the Comprehensive Framework
The curriculum planner who has identified program

goals and defined these goals in terms of their sub-
elements must then select activity content in terms of the
purposes to be attaineeTraditional physiCal education,
activities may be selected and activity units planned so
that instruction will be direled toward the purpose con-
cepts of the PPCF. Creative curriculum specialists may
invent new games and movement activities especiallj
suited to the development of purpose concepts not usu-
ally emphasized. Particular curriculum guides reflect the
professional judgment of the authors as to the potential
of selected activities in attai 'ng particular goals. The "
examples below translate t judgments of individual
educators, using the PPCF, 'tit° plans for physical educa-
tion curricula for three significantly different school sit-
uations.

Elementary Physical' Education(r Scope and Sequence
Chart. The scope and sequence chart'2 (Figure 16, page
26) is planned for the use of classroom teachers in grades
kindergarten through four, working under the super-
vision of a physical education specialist.. The activities
listed are classified in terms of the purpose elements to
be emphasized.

Secondary Physical Education Curriculum Model." The
curriculum model which follows was developed for a
K-13 school district, using the PPCF to establish the basic
design. It is an excerpt from a major curriculum project
developed over a period of several years, drawing upon
the talents and energies of feathers working at all grade
levels unde,r the guidance of the central-administration
staff. The plan in Figure 17 (page 27) identifies the
subittt areas selected for the curriculum. Figure 18
(page 27) outlines the core program for grade ten.
The core program demonstrates how, the purpose con-
cepts are related to the subject areas and illustrates pos-
sible activities to be included with the subject areas. In
developing instructional units to be used within this
curriculum, performance objectives have been estab-
lished for each grade and for each unit. The movement



MAN IN SPACE

SPATIAL
ORIENTATION

OBJECT
MANIPULATION

AWARE-
NESS

RELOCA-
TION

RELATION-
SHIPS

FIELD
HOCKEY

GYM-
NASTICS

FIELD
HOCKEY

TRACK &
FIELD,

PARA
CHUTE

TRACK &
FIELD.

VOLLEY-
BALL

MODERN
DANCE

VOLLEY-
BALL

PARA-
CHUTe

GYM-
NASTICS

GYM
NASTICS

BASKET-
BALL

MODERN
DANCE

MODERN
DANCE

BAD-
MINTON

BAD-
MINTON

HAND-
' BALL

TABLE
TENNIS

HAND-
BALL

I
OBJECT
PRO-
JECTION

, I

FIELD
HOCKEY

VOLLEY-
BALL

MAN IN A SOCIAL
WORLD

COMMUNICATION

OBJECT
RECEP-
TION

FIELD
HOCKEY

GROUP
INTERACTION

EX-
PRESSION

TEAM-
WORK

COMPETI-
TION

LEADER-
SHIP

VOLLEY-
BALL

PARA-
CHUTE

MODERN
DANCE

BASKET-
BALL

BASKET-
BALL

ARCHERY SOFT-
BALL

BAD-
MINTON

TABLE
TENNIS

HAND-
BALL

SOFT-
BALL

tt

FIELD
HOCKEY

TRACK &
FIELD

VOLLEY-
BALL

BASKET-
BALL

MODERN
DANCE

FIELD
HOCKEY

TRACK &
FIELD

VOLLEY-
BALL

GYM-
NASTICS

BASKET-
BALL

FIELD
HOCKEY

VOLLEY-
BALL

BASKET-
BALL

MODERN
DANCE

SOFT-
BALL

CULTURAL
INVOLVEMENT

PARTICI-
PATION

MODERN
DANCE

ARCHERY. ARCHERY

BAD-
MINTON

BAD-
MINTON

TABLE TABLE
TENNIS TENNIS

SOFT- HAND-
BALL BALL

SOFT-
BALL

Figure 14. Middle School Physical Education Curriculum Plan

NO

MOVEMENT
APPRE-
CIATION

PARA.
CHUTO.

MODERN;
DANCE :r

Activit s Purposes Process (Motor Domain) to be developed

Soccer

Field Hockey

Speedball

Flag Football

Basketball
Tournaments

Volleyball
Tournaments

Softball

Physiological Teamwork Participation
Efficiency

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Others"

skills strategy creative movement
(varying, improvising, composing)

skills strategy creative movement
(varying, Improvising, composing)

Purposes served other than the three emphasized in the curriculum plan. t
Figure 15. High School Physical Education Curriculum Plan
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skills strategy 'creative movement
(varying, improvising, composing)

Competition

'
obj. proj.

competition

fundamental + application
(perceiving adapting)

skills strategy
(improvise composing)

skill's strategy
(improvise composing)

Skills strategy + application
(refining improvise)



Activities Purpcises Process (Motor Domain) to be developed

Physiological
Efficiency

Teamwork/ Participation Others' ,

,

Archery , X fundamentals + application
(perceiving refining)

Tennis

i

X 001. prof.
job). rec.

fundamentals + application + skills strategy
(perceiving composing),

Golf ob). pro). fundamentals application
(perceiving refining)

Wt. Training ' .

, fundamentals
(perceiving pattern) ,

Gymnastics I X
meth. eff.

3 X

--..Th
r

_.

relocation
maneuvering
wts. interest

fundamentals application
(percerving. varying)

Gymnastics II

..

chal lenge
expression

interest

application skills strategy
(refining composing)

.

.

Swimming X
mach. eff.

..
X

X

./Z

fundamentals application
(perceiving refining)

Floor Hockey k interest
professional
team in area

fundamental. :- application
(perceiving adapting). '

Outdoor
Education

X cognitive domain
fundamentals (perceiving + pattern)

Jogging X application refining
cognitive awareness of self

Badminton X fundamentals. application skills
(perceiving to composing)

Yoga X X' ' fundamentals application
(perceiving to refining) .

Judi;
Self-Defense '

'.' X fundamentals application skills
(perceiving to improvising)

Sr. Life ,
Saving

, X fundamentals. application
(perceiving refining)

Rec. Games

Bowling
.

,.__....I.
fundamentals application

(perceiving refining)

Slimnastics

.

cognitive learning fundamentals
(perceiving patterning)

.
Orienteering X

X

X

cognitive learning, about fitness

Bicycling fundamentals 7, application

Backpacking

Outdoor
Rec. Games

X fundamentals application

.

*purposes served othiir than the three emphasized in the curriculum plan.
Figure 15! High School Physical Education Curriculum Plan (continued)
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KINDERGARTEN ONE AND TWO THREE AND F

, Activity Purpose Activity, Purpose ATivity purpose

FUniiamental IICI
Movement

8. Awarertb
9. Relocation

10. RelatIonsh ps
. , .

Fundamental ! I-8 4. Joy of Movement
Movement 5. Self-Knowledge

''

Fltn s I-A

.

--ft

7

u Cr ,

Respiatory
Efficlen4

2. Mechanical
Efficiency

3. Neuro-
Muscular
Efficiency

Fitness 1-8 5. Self-Knowledge

a.

-

,Fitness IA

'
.

1. Circulo-
AFiepirefory

Efficiency
2. Mechanical

Efficiency
1 Neuro-

Muscular
Efficiency

8 I Skills II-0

..,,, .

12. Object Pro-
jection ,

13. Object Recap-
tion

Ball Skills Il -D 12. Object Pro-
jection

' 13. Object Recep-
tion

Ball Skills 111-F
I

,,___...-
17. Teamwork
18. Competition

..
Rope Skipping I-A

-----...._-...

liso.

1. Circulo-
Respirat6ry
Efficiency

3. Neuro-
Muscular
Efficiency

Rope Skipping I-8 6. Catharsis
7. Challenge

Rope Skipping II-G 20. Participation
21. Movement

Appreciation

Creative and III-E
Dramatic Rhythms:.

14. Expression
15. Clarification

.

Creative aed I-8 4. Joy of Movement
Dramatic 6. Catharsis
Rhythms

Creative and III-E
Dram. Rhyt ms

14. Expression
15. Clarification
16. Simulation' .

Gymnastics
Stunts and Self-
Testing I.8

e,

Apparatus t I:A
.

4. Joy of Move- )
ment

5. Self-Knowledge
Catharsis

. Challenge
Physiological
Efficiency

Gymnastics ,,,., 8. AWareness
. Stunts and Self-Test. ' '11..Relereation

Apparatus 10;41elationshIps ,

Tumbl ing I I-C

--

Gymnastic
Stunts a d Self-
Testing

Appar: us
Tumbl ng I-A

1. Circulo-
Respiratory

2. Mechanical
Efficiency

3. Neu ro-
Muscular
Efficiency

Purpostv are keyed to key concept, major concept, and purpose element numbers of purpose framework (p

Figure 16. Scope and Partial Sequence.Chart for Grades.K-4

process categories have been used in writing unit per-
formance objectives.

College Physical Education Curriculum Plans. Figure 19
, (page 28) is a- :waphic presentation of a college physical

education currOalum plan. 14 This pattern is designed to
facilitate achievement of educational objectives in the
motor, cognitiVe and affective domain as well as to pro-

......_:v.i.deforsievelopment of all major purpose concepts. The
activities included within the program have, Been
analyzed to identify the key contributions of each in
terms of both purpose and process dimension of the
PPCF.

The specific intentions or objectives of the planned.
curriculum are indicated in the lower portion of the
chart. The chart is designed to show the framework of
the learning process and the role of physical education.
By utilizing the activities offered in the physical educa-
tion curriculum, the experiences can be planned so each
will be focused on achieving the specific objectives. The

gas 4-5).

learner will be abl to apply the acquired behavioral
experiences towar developing an understanding of the
purposes of move 'ent. The chart indicates how each
activity in the curiculum assists in meeting the specific
objectives. The curriculum is outlined in general cate-,
gories of activities, with the major area of contribution
for each category indicated by the line leading to the
specificAjectives involved.

-Another example's of implementation of the PPCF at
the college level is illustrated in a private church-related
four-year college program as it was offered frOm 1969 to
1973. The program was designed as a proficiency pro-
gram that required the demonstration of competence in
three major areas, physical education foundations,
aquatics proficiency, and lifetime activity proficiency,
and a substantiaramount of participation in physical
activities of the student's own choosing. An adaptive
program was available for those needing program mod-
ifications. A wide variety of choices were open to the
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

F IT#1ESS PERSO AL DEVELOPMENT GAMES

EXegt Programs Basic M vement Skills Games Developing Loomotor
Weight Training Gymnast Skills:
Cross Country Tumbling Running and Chasing type
,Running Apparatus Relay type .1
Jogging Floor Routines Skipping type.
Relaxation. Trampolining Games:
Apollo Progrism Track & Field 1. Goal Orientation
Circuit Training Skating: Basketbalf, Soccer-

Ice Football, Lacrosse
Roller Field Hockey, Rugby
Skiing: Ice Hockey, BroombalL
Nordic Floor Hockey, Water Polo
Alpine '2. Net Orientation
Water Volleyball
Swimming: Badminton
Diving Tennis
Cycling 3. Target OrientatioQ,
Sailing Archery
Outdoor Education: Bowling
Orienteering Golf
Hiking Curling
Back Pecking 4. Wall Orientation
Climbing Paddle. Ball

Squash
Racket Ball
Hand Ball

5. Combatives
Wrestling
Self-Defense

6. Field Orientation
Softball
Baseball

Subject Area

DANCE

Rhythmics
Creative Dance
Jazz ,

Folk Dance
Square Dance
Social, Dance

Figure 17. Subject Areas ... Part IV Zurriculum MOdel

Concepts

9.

10

LEADERSHIP

Sharing Ideas. ;-
Care of Equipment
Spotting
Officiating
Managing
Organizing
Coach ing
Scoring
Timing
Athletic Trainer
Teacher
Leadership Skills.

Possible Activities

FITNESS: 1 Unit Circulo-Respiratory Efficiency (A-1)
Self-Knowledge (B-6)

Cross Country Running, Cross Country
Skiing,Jogging

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT:,
1 Unit

Neuro-Muscular Efficiency (A-3) (balance, agility, co-ordination)
Challenge (B7)

Tumbling, Floor Routines
Apparatus Trampolining r

GAMES: 5 Units
2 Goal Types

2 Net Types

1 of: TARGET or COMBATIVE Typos

OBJECT MANIPULATION (D) /Projection (D-12) Reception (D-13)
a) one using the body to manipulate the object
b)' one using an implement t manipulate the object

GROUP INTERACTION (F)/ eamwork (F-17), Competition (F-18)

OBJECT MANIPULATION (D)/Projection (13.12) Reception (D-13)
a) one net game using the hands to manipulate the object
b) one net game using an implement to manipulate the object

SPACIAL RELATIONSHIPS (C-10)
TARGET
Object Projection (D-12), Catharsis (B-6)

COMBATIVE
Maneuvering Weight (111), Neuro-Musculat Efficiency (A-3) (agility)

Body:
a) Basketball, Soccer, Team Handball,

F 'iag Football, Rugby c

b) .Ice Hockey, Floor Hockey, Lacrosse,
Broomball, Field Hockey

a) Volleyball
b) Badminton, Tennis

Curling, Golf, Archery, Bowling

Wrestling, Self Defense, Judo

DANCE: 1 Unit Participation (G-20), Joy of Movement (B-4), Clarification (E-15) Folk Dancing, Social Dancing,
Square Dancing, Modern Dancing

Figure 1B. Gore Program Outline - Grade 10
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Self Defense
Activities

Horseback Riding
Outdoor Activities Team Sports Rhythms &

Dance
Intramutals,
IntercoAgiate

Water
Sports

Jogging Skiing Gymnastics Dual Life.Time Fundamentals,
Cycling Snow Activities Stunts Activities Sports of Movement

Affective
Domain

CURRICULUM

Generic Qrdinative Creative
MOVEMENT
Motor Domain

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Physiological Psychic Spatial Object
Efficiency Equilibrium Orientation Manipulation

Individual
Development

Coping with Physical
Environment

Communication

Figure 19. College Physical Education Curriculum Plan

students for meeting requirements in each of the com-
petency areas. The requirements of this program are
summarized below. (Figure 20).

PROFICIENCY PROGRAM IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

I. ions
eve an adequate knowledge, understand-

, and appreciation of physical education
and the role and function of physical activity in
modern-day living.
Demonstrate an acceptable level of phySical fit-
ness in terms of agility, balance, coordination,
endurance, flexibility strength and basic
motor skills of running, jumping, leapirjg, lat-
eral movement and the projection of (*eds.

II. Aquatics Proficiency
Demonstrate a level of watermanship that indicates
that the individual is safe in and about the water.
No specific strokes are required. Students unable to
meet this requirement will. enroll in a swimming
course until this proficiency is achieved.

III. Lifetime Activity Proficiency
Demonstrate an intermediate level or above of skill
and knowledge in one lifetime activity listed be-
low:
Archery Racquetball
Badminton Scuba
Bowling Squall Dancing
Canoeing Squas
Golf Tenn is
Handball . Water Safety Instructor
Outddor Education
Any activity not listed; may be approved by the
proficiency committee of the department.

IV. Participation Units
This requirement may be met by registering and

28*

Cognitive
Domain

Group
Interaction

Cultural
Involvemept

Interaction with Other
Persons

participating in any two of the following or by
registering and participating in two physical edu-
cation instructional classes:

Departmental interest groups (clubs)
Varsity or extramural teams
Intramural seasonal activities
Physical education instructional classes

Participation in the above program must be for the
specified period of time as designated 133, the in-
structor who is coaching, directing; or coordinat-
ing the activity.

ADAPTIVE PROGRAM. For students whose par-
ticipation in the basic program must be modified
because of lack of-physical development or because
of an atypical condition, an individualized pro-
gram will be planned in consultatiori with the de-
partMent chairman and the prOficiency committee.
The status of the student will be determined by a.
physical proficiency-test or by a physical examina-
tion and doctor's advisement. Completion of the
program will include achievement in three basic
areas: foundations, swimming proficiency, and a
lifetime sport, or reasonable substitute(s).

Figure 20,

Summary

The Purpose Process Curriculum Framework is a flex-
ible tool for use in physical education curricular de-
cision-making. Decisions in the area if content selection
are based on constructs of purposes or processes or both.
Currently most of these constructs are largely hypo-
thetical, lacking conclusive research findings de-
lineating the specific elements and subelements com-
prising a single purpose or process component. Exam-
ples of construct analysis have been presented to indi-
cate the nature of possible content and probable-future
directions in strengthening the research base for such

3
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curriculum decisions. Oncga decision has been made
Zoncerning the components of a given concept element,

the designer may select program coritent to develop a
angle element; tb emphasize; several selected' concepts,
or to offer a' program batition the comprehensive
framework.

Gail Joyner,unpublislvd paper, South Carolina State University,
Orangeburg, 1974.

2Bonnie J. Bluer, "The Construct of Joy of. Movement as Reflected
Through Sevenib Graders' Enjoyment of Movement Tasks" (Mas-
ter's thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1974).

3L. Sue Jones, "The Construct of Body Awareness in Space as Re-
flected Through Children's Ability to Discriminate DirectioA, Lev-
els, and Pathways in Movemqnt" (Doctoral dissertation, University
of Wisconsin, 1972).

lo Ann Walker, unpublished paper, Madison, Wisconsin, Area
Technical College, 1974.
(Judith A. Wido, unpublished paper, University of Georgia, Athens,
1976.

r
6Rod K. Dishman, unpublished paper, University ,t)f Wisconsin,
Madison, 1974;

'Gretchen Brockmeyer, Decorah, Iowa, unpublished paper; Luther
College, 1973.

eBeth Emshoff, unpublished paper, Madison, .Wisconsin, Public
Schools, 1972.

9Judi knight and Ron Ta tar, unpublished paper, Sweet Home Sch6ol,
Amherst, New York, 1974.

"'Michele Marks, unpublished paper, Turn-of-River Middle School,
Stamford, Connecticut, 1972.

"Nancy R. Riccio, 'unpublished paper, Lewiston-Polla1/4Central
School, Lewiston, New York, 1974.

'2John Gronholz, unpublished paper, St. Paul's Lutheran School, Lake

Mills, Wisconsin, 1972.
"Arlene McGinn and Leroy. Pelletier, Calgary Separate School System

1976-1977.pilot Program Materials, Calgary,,All:itrfO.
"Billie J. Moore, unpublished paper, California State University, Ful-

lerton, 1972.
"Carolyn Wallin, unpublished paper, Furman Unkrsity, Greenville,

South Carolina; 1976.
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I4014 ARE LEA? NING ACTIVITIES
CMG NIZED?

Asa framework for et'irricidar decision-making, he
'PPCF multi-purposOool. As already demonstrated,
it can be used in determining curriculuM goatS and in
selectirig progrIm.conteitt: The PPCF 'tan also be applied
to the eurricular and instructional decisions involved in
organizing learning activities. Examples given in the
preceding section indtided a number of suggestions for
organizing activities, just, as the folloWing illustrations
will give added insight into:0e decisions of content
selection, The materials that follow fOcus primarily' on
the planning ciinstruction at the activity unit level or the
organization. of activiOes within a somewhat narrowed
conceptual scope or limited time frame. The range of

41firitie. A' few intentionally diverse ap-
plleatcp. r.4;hai.re been selecte,d

. .

'Lesson Planning
A physical educator organizing learning activities for

primary grade children may develop a model based on
the PPCF such as the model illustrated' in Figure 21: Key
program emphases are joy of movement, self knowledge
and challenge. The model for the second grade curric-

a.

MECHANICAL
EFFICIENCY

MEC T
RECEP HON

AWARE NESS

EXPRESSION
K1ELOCA T ION

°MEC F
PrialEc RON

FIELOCA PION

NEURO
MUSCULAR

JOY OF MOVEMENT

Guide for Planning: Child's PR
vary - create"

The child will 'be encouraged to:
1. efficiently use, ielocation skills with 'increased challenge on

coordination, balance and timing.
2, be effectively motivated to increase ability.: in motor perfor-

mance when vvorking'elone and with partner(s).
q. maneuver ovyn weight, weight of. others and objects (imple-

ments), controlling and increasing force during stationary and
moving conditions.

CESS "perceive - pattern refine -

Figure 21. Model for 2nd Grade CurriculuM (games-gymnastic-
. rhythms)
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ulum highlrghTsin addition, the purpose concep of ;,
relocation, neuromuscular efficiency, 'expression; rid
object 'reception. It is built .upon a first-grade'p ram
which emphasized .awareness, relocation, me nical
effi0iency, and object projection, as well as the co con-
cerns of joy of movement, self-knowledge, and chal-
lenge. The model also includes guidelines for planning
the child's protess. A series of three lessons Planned to
focus on relocation, using this second-grade curriculum'
model, are.demonstrated in Figure

Lesson roc.

and lendIng toward greater efficiency
Transfer of weight while. traveling

3. " PrOup activity

Lesson 1

1. Perceive process

2. Vary process

3. Vary process

Lesson 2

Examples

Jump and land exploration (personal space)
Questions: HovvVo.you use your legs to
jump? How do you land softly? Can you use
your legs in different way/ to jump? Which
parts (body) initiate the jump ? Which parts
(body) are important? Which body parts go
highest? Can you make another part go
higher?

Travel using different body parts hands and
feetchange directionstretch and curl
positionsetc.

,
Run and jump,, landing softlytry differeni
take off position i.eqyva featone toot,.
change lead foot.
Use ropes for making bridge lines on the /-
floor wide to narrow for jumping

1. Patterri process Run and jump high (listen ior drurn beat)
Run and jump long
Always lend softly '1'
Run and jump turningv-'small runs, long runs +,

2. Refine process Show body bridge over a line (rope).
Are there other body parts to support bridge? '

Wide bridgenarrow bridge
Moveuone end, keep other end stationary
Can both ends move?

Leap fiogshow base potition and hands on
vault
Series of leap frogover'two, new base

3. Vary, process'

Lesson 3

1. Vary process

2. Vary process

Can you jump in different directions? Can
you jump showing a different shape inthe,
air? Can you jump at different levels? Show
a shaOe'while jUniping,-another? Show.a.
sequence of jumps using different shapes.

Show several bridges, vary space (distance).
Can you make curved, twisted, bent bridges?
Change fromr,one type to another., one end
stationary.
'Make bridge with partner and then,bver
and under partner. '

3. Vary process r Jumping rope using long rope (4-5 in group).
Figure 22. Lessons for Relocation

O
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: Figure 23;p seas erpts from st, eurric"n 'Al model
wOrksheetardeVeloped for, distriCt-wid'e,d4b.'physical
educnttpn'ipecialists, Itis intended for plinnint forsoc-
cer aetkuities for grades fotirond five. Purpose COncepits
to be.Oinpitatifzed.are listed in the first column. Selected

14.41(e listed in column two; they have been
stated'an Med in terms of the movement process
.categories;.00 t e PPCF. Suggested learning experiences
and' evaluation standards are indicated for each be-
havioral goal.,.

Goal- Oriented Games Unit
outline for a goal-oriented4ames unit3 for grade

sixIS presented below. Concepts to be developed are
identified at the outset. Approaches used to achieve the
stated performance objectives are clarified in the discus-
sion of problems for students/suggestions for teachers.

Concepts Behlior oals

Unit 12
Group Interaction F
Gdmes - Goal Oriented F, 17, 48

GAMES

1. CONCEP S TO BE DEVELOPED .*
Teamwork 'F 4 Participation-(Partners,

.

Competition 8 ' oneon one, two on one,
Goal oriented two on two, three

Gam-F. 18 on three) G. 20
Joy of Movement B-4 :7Self-Knowledge B-5

2.. SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
Co-operating withih a group to plan a' game
Challenging members of your group in offense or
defense
Sharing ideas
Recognition of strategies,

Learning Experiences Evaluation

Relocation The student should be tibia to
Maneuver his body quickly Ithin
a confined area. (N-2) l "

" Relronships. The student should be able to adjust
. . .

position to assume appropriate re-
lationship to opponent in making
forward progress toward goal. (3-3)

Object projec.tion

Dribbling

Passing. and,

Advancing

Shooting

al

Tripping

BlockiriP

The student should be able to control
body action and baU handling to dribble
around obstacles keeping the ball tiose
to him. (B-4)

,. Tag bameiwiih Cdundaries.
Cdrainuous:running in a confined
area for warm-up.

The student should be able to combine
body action and ball handling in
moving to the ball'and passing accurately
to a target with inside, outside, and heel
pf foot 03-41,

The student should be able to combine
body action and ball handling to shoot
toward a Modified goal in a game
situation.(B-4)

The studeniihould be able to trap a
ball coming directly to him (A-2)

'4 -Me student druid be able to execute
a body block and then advance the ball
against an opponent. (B-4)

Practice without ball with'a partner
with focus on maintaining relation-
ship with parer. Practice with ball
without attempting a tackle.

Practice dribbling around obstacles
arranged in different ways. (Stress
control, not speed)

Try to advance the ball over a line
20 yards away with defensive man
trying to take the bail but not gain
possession:A

Practice alone using Ms spa red"
target. Practicepassing to a oving
partner. Practice paising forw d,
backward, and sideward to players
in a circie. Try to deceive circle
players by varying the passes.

Practice dribglipg.tcr.e point for a
goal from vaiyinpriitions and
distance.

.

Practice dribbThigorppnd obstacles
and shooting fOrqiial.with a goalie
guarding it.

In a circle formation, trap the ball
to prevent it fcorn leaving the circle.
(Could have teams and make a game
situation.)

The student will run at high speed In
a confined area without colliding
with anyone,'

Tho'student will maintain appropriate
relationship to mark forward progress
in a modified game 60% of thytime.
(Subjective)

The student Will dribble the ball
weaving between a line of 4 markers
30' long down and back in,
seconds.

The student will move to affe ball and
bass it to a_ft target with:
1. inside of foot 4 out of 5
2. outside of foot 4 out of 5
3. back of foot 4 out of 5

The student will shoot for and make a
modified goal on 50% of his tries in .a
game situation.

Repeat above experience and follow by
advancin6the ball against the partner, '

Figure 23. Cur,riculum Model Worksheet Soccer Grades 4-5

e student Will'irap a bail coming
directly to him 4 out of 5 times.

The student will block the ball, control
it, and.advance against an opponent for
a distance ofr



citNeRALizA TR:Ws
4av4 'movement occurs within the spatial.
determines how successful a player or teain
Fast cutting can create spaces,
Defensive play depends on the person's ability to
anticipate movement and make perceptive judg-
ments quickly.

4. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES TO'
DEMONSTRATE.00-0FOATION:AND
CHALLENGE BY PLANNING AND PLAYING
GOAL ORIENTED GAMES USING A ONE ON ONE

R'iWO ON TWO. RfLATIONSHIP
1. To co-operate with a partner to plan A "goal-

oriented" game establishing
a) equipment
b) rules for-play
c) spatial boundarie,kand target

2. To plan and demonstrate'offensive strategy to.
challenge and `score.'

3. To plan and, demonstrate a defensive strategy
to prevent scoring.

4. To glare: your game with other students by
denionstra.ting the game for other students

'and/or changing partners.
5. To discuss "tactics" involved in offensive and

defensive strategy.

5. PROBLEM'S FOR 'STUDENTS
SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS
Cue Question. ClassroonkPlanning
What information do we need to plan "goal- oriented
game"?
(Sore on, Goal)

What' do we mean by,i"goal-oriented"? Can you
give an example of some equipment we have that
could be used for a goal? (hoops; pylon, chalked
;call markers, etc.) Do each of these Oals of targets
have a space the object can go 'through or hit?
What direct can we use in a one to one situation
that we Could iniive through spacc' to score on the
goal? (variety of size and shaped balls, pucks, bean
bags, ,etc.)
What limitation can we have for boundary spaceso
we will all have space to participate? (areas, lines,
etc.) This can be co-operatively determined by thv

^

What ruleS must we consider when'Planning our
game? Let us list ideas on the board. How dcS'We.,-
move the object? What method do we Use to score
on goal? How do we change from offense to de-
fense? What conditions or restrictions do we have
on the offense and defense?
How do we settle disputes?
What is a, game "strategy".? (game plan) What do
we Mean by "taqics'i (way you can move or
manipulate your'bOdy or the object to implement
your game plan)?

,
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.. ,
Cue Question"..What are the responsibilities of ihe offeis-
sive and defensive player? .- , ,
What do. we mean by offense? (attempt to maintain-
possession and to score), What dO We mean by de-
fense? (retrieving the object and preventing the
opponent 'from scoring) What do we mean by a
strategy for offense or for defense? (a plan or

. methOd used to achieve the desired results)
Strategy can be a Pldn for the whole team as well as
for each person on.the team. What tactics Canvou ..

, use to co:-operate !,,,iikt your partners to assist in '.
offense? (Get into au open space, move quickly to
get free from your opponent) What tactics can you: ..
use to co-operate. with your partner to assist in..'
defense? (help ,out, watch your check and try to
watch the obje'd at the same time.)
Cue Qi estion. What safety procedures must we be con-

Is the yield (environment ob-
jects?

'cerned about when planning or playing a goal game? .

V afe? Is it free from
there enough space for the participants? Is

the equipment safe? What protecthie clothing do
we need ? (feet, body, hands, face.)

6. TASKS .

a. Co-operate with a partner ,to plan and play a
"goal-oriented" game using: (Do any of the
following)
1) a ball, a chalk wall target, your foot for

projection
2) a ball, two sticks, a hoop target'
3) a'bird, twb paddle bats, a hoop' target.
Plan - rules for offense, defense, strategy for
scoring, taking turns, etc.
Can you stop on the signal and share and dis-
cuss with your partner the strategy (plan) you
used for offense and defense?
What tactics (movements'-,. etC.) helped yoti in
your game plan?
Can you change patterns as directed? Can you

'learn and play your new partner's game? Can
you teach.your new partner yourgame? Have
y checked-the sat'ety proCe.clutes? ,Mhen

it on signal;' Cannyou discuss wit 'your
er strategies for offense and defense and

the tactics you used to implement the 'strategy?
c. Volunteer to share your game with, the Class.

Have -the students try.a varikty of "goal-
oriented," games. ''

d. Can you adjust your game so that yOu'and your
partner can co= operate as a team and challenge
two other students?
Decide which of the twO gamestlyill be played
first.

3

. , .

Explain 'to the opposition the rules that will be *.

used.
Check to see if the opposition has questions
before you begin. ' .

:Have you checked the safety procedures?



Capiyou discuss With r gr iup ;and finally
with the whole class i as you have discovered
ab6ut-bffensive strategies and defensive strat-
egies and the tactics you used to implement,
these strategies that seem to be common in all
the :11;9M-oriented" games you played?

f. Can you identify "goal-oriented" games you
have watched or '}flayed? (hockey, basketball,
football, etc.)

'OltybiOlogieal Efificiencr Urilt..Plan

Below is a seven -week unit plan4of-21,clpsses deg igned
for eighthLgrade boys using, many instfuetionarmate-
rials, the outdoors and gym to focus .learriingOn

. the
major purpose concept, .physiological effi4ency. .

The first week..the entire class is..given the AAHPERPhys-
ical FienesSTest.,:rifie,testnoririVare made available to the
student The litittposp.iS fortbe.stUdent to find his fitness
level, finiftheaieaS in:WhiCh.'he is weak as well as strong,
and to begin Id; .gc*g; for' improving or maintaining a
fitness level.
The second week each student will be further classified,
using his Physical fitness test results, by the tables set up
in the Victqr P. Dauer publication, "Fitness for Elementary
School Children:" The three tables to be used are those
concerned with sit-ups, pull-ups, and 600-yard run-walk.
The film, "Outward Bound," which heals with piitting...
young men and women against a constaneand.'i`rnpartialr7::.

-.natural environment, is shown. This is dorie.,t9:inotieate:....
class and to expose them to a realistiC'envininrn'

requging.a high degree of fitness.
The third

and
instructival materials provided by the

aoutdoors nd the natural environment are introduced. Ad-
ja cent to the school is-a 2.5 mile cross country course which
has three stoppiqg points at.which students Are to engage
in learningACtiVfties and make use of instructional mate-
rialSPriAdea by the environment or.Set :out by the
teacher. Point number one has an audio tapiiinstructIng
students to engage in a series of flex ibilityVXercises..Point
number avo has a series of strength exercises and station
three ha's the groups engage in games, such as chain tag or
hand soccer, which increase circulo-respiratory endur-
ance. Each time students move from one station to another

.;they are -instructed to use various movement pattern's
'Which vary according the grOvip classifications. The
students run the course twice diiring the third week; the

.. instruction emphasizing medianii':al efficiency, ne;uro-
muscular efficiency and circulo-respiratoryefficiency var-
ies.each period. In addition to.the cross country course
experience offered during the 'third week, students are
asked toe the library to find definitions ferilexibility;
strength, cargo- respiratory endurance, speed, agility,

-:.,-imuscular endurance, and rower-application of force. Se-
lected books ar010 reserve'for-class use.'.....,..,
The fourth week'i-tirctrit'iraining Coikrse.-is set up in the
gym. Station number'one con.sjsts. Of infte,Sets bf'weights
ana written instructions on how to use these weights
While engaging irtflexibiliqt exercises. At station number
two there is a record, "15 Tunes for Physical Fitness," and
twenty jump ropes. The'students are to jump'rope to. the
variiitts tuneS,-stopping only-to adjust to the rhythm of the

.. ,,

j
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miisic.AfieoP filin entitled r"Developmental Fitnesii" is AV,
station three. The purpose Of this station is to provide
information to the students concerning fitness while al-
lowing for a recovery period prior to moving on to the next
station. Station number four features ii?rettirdfn$;.'"Iso-

,- metrics Made Easy," which contains four SetSitit'ieXereises
to develop strength in the major muscle areas and is de-
signed for a' large group. Station number five is a testing
station and includes record forms, pencils, mats and a
fioiilontal bar.. The students are to re-test themselves on
the situps Ind::poliTups and rectird their prpgress. At the
end of this week each student is to submit alist of ways the
natural environment might be utilized for developing
physiological efficiency,
The fifth,.week the student's are re-tested on the 600-yard
run-walk, first using the 440 -yard track, and theriagairi on
the crass- .country course; this information is for feedback
to the students.. Instructional. materials are borrowed from
the biology department for use in a lecture-lab setting fOr
explanation of the .elements of physiological. efficiency.
During' the sixth' week, students run the cross-country
course againi:p each station materials from the natural
environment mist be utilized fot?designing activities to
develop mechankat. efficiency., .nenromnSCutar efficiency
or circulorespiratory efficiency. The purp*'is..to allow
students to analyze and evaluate their wakrieSS:iri:061s7.
iological efficiency and to be creative in reachinglilegoals.
The seventh week will be used .for' re-testi
AAHPER Youth Fitness Testsancl the.Daiter
Tables to determine individual stlideritprogr

a

Junior High ScOool GOirCurrIculum Guide'.
The.following :e)tartstple (Figure 24) is a guid#r

O4trating the otga9ization of learning activities fOtPa!
physical education 'program for seyenth- and eighth,
grade girls: The major purpose concept,s49,13e
sized are-spatial orientation, object mapiptilatlC4,;atifl
group interaction. For each of the three rnajOi:Olirpeks.te'
concepts the author has identifii,Crthe activity-content
and the movement processes to receive attention in 'in-

.,structional planning.,

Coeducational Volleyball Unit
egedNOttival junior high school volleyball'un it6 has

been selected to illustrate another type of implementa-
don (Figure 25, pages 34-35). Here-, the typical activity,.
:ccintent of 'a volleyball unit' was organized into-
thirteen content units. Four of these have been selected
for illustration; these are'listed itt coltirrm One. The pur-
pose concepts and process behaviOti toward,rwhidi in-
struction will be directed are listed for each instructional
segment. Purpose and process concepts are both re-
flected in the statements Of specific objectives.

Aquatics Activities Plan
A g-raphic,,plani,for organizing aquatics activities in

terms of the PPCF appears in Figure 26 (page 36). The
scheme includes three, sequential stages, and 'en

,:compasses the three key purpose concepts and all seven.
rnoVeknent pfogess categories.
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Spatial Orientation

Awareness Relocation

Man In Space

Relationships
Projection Reception

Activities la- Processes Activities-4 Processes

Object Manipulation

Object

Swimming (Strokes) Patterning Skills involved Patterning
Adopting without artificial Improvising
Refining body extension Patterning

1. hand & ball
Synchronized Swimming Perceiving 2. feet & ball Soccer Adapting

3. head & hall Varying
Patterning 4. body & ball
Varying 5. body in various Basketball Adapting
Improvising positions & hall Varying
Composing

Volleyball Adapting
Varying

Man in a Social World

Group teraction

Competition Leadership

Activities-4- --a-Processes

Team
Work

Field Hockey Perceiving

Gymnastics Patterning Skills using an Softball Adapting
includes: Refining artificial extension Patterning Varying

tumbling & apparatus Varying of the body: Improvising
Composing 1. hockey stick & ball Badminton Adapting

2. tennis racket & hall Varying
3. badminton racket a

birdie Tennis Adapting
Folk Dance Patterning 4. hat and ball Varying

5. paddle racket & hall
Archery Perceiving

Skills involved in Refining
'Patterning throwing and catching

Scooter Board Adapting Rebounding ball on
Improvising objects Improvising
Composing

Obstacle Relay Perceiving Lead up games using
Patterning skills: Adapting
Improvising, lino hockey

line soccer
Bowling Pin

Basketball
Jump ropes Perc4ing stunt kickball

Otto crab soccer
Composing

Activity /Organizational
Forinat

III. The Serve

Figure 24. Physical Education Curriculum Guide Grade Seven and Eight Girls

Purpose Concept(s)

C. Spatial Orientation:
10, relationships.

I). Object Manipulation:
12. object projection

E. Cortmumication:
16.sunulation

Process Behavior Specific Object ives

A-2 Patterning A. Take a legal stance which will
permit effective motion,

B 4 Refining

(7.-5 Varying

F. Gimp Interaction: 11-3 Adopting
IB, competition

Figure 25. Purpose Concepts and Process Behaviors for Coeducational
ItinierHigh Volleyball Unit

3.1 4

11. Refine the solve so that it is
repeatedly son t legally to the
opponents' court.

C. Disguise intent to and direction
of servo so that opponents are
taken unaware.

D. Solve with intent of outwitting
the opponents.



Actiyky/Organizatidnal
Format

V. The Overhand Pass

VIII. The Block

IX. Strategy

, A. Set to Specified
Spikers

B. Service Placement

C. Streening the Service

Purpose Concept (s)

D. Object Manipulation
12. object projection

E. Communication:
16. simulation "

A. Physiological Efficiency
2. mechanical efficiency

B. Psychic Equilibrium:
7. challenge

C. Spatial Orientation
B. awareness

D. Object Manipulation:
1. object reception
'

F. Group Interaction:
17. teamwork

F. Group Interaction:
18. competition

C. Spatial Orientation:
10. relationships

D. Object Manipulation,
E. Communication
F. Group Interactions:

17. teamwork

D. Object Manipulation
12. object projection

C. Spatial Orientation:
10. relationships

E. Communication:
16. simulation

C. Spatial Orientation
10. relationships

E. Communication:
16. simulation

F. Group Interaction:
17. teamwork

Process Behavior

13-4 Refining

C-6 Improvising

13-4 Refining

C-5 Varying

A-1 Perceiving

13-4 Refining

13-3 Adapting

13-3 Adapting

C-3 Varying

C-6 Improvising

C-7 Composing

I-1(111W :'!) (C()Iltinllt)(1)
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Specific Objectives

A. Refine the overhead pass such
that the ball is legally sent to
the areas of weakest defense can
opponents' court.,

B. Mask the movements of passing
so that the opponents are un-
aware of where the boll will Im)
sent.

(4. -
A. Refine the pattern of blOckIng.

so that the jump,is accurately
timed with the opposing spike,
the hands extend higher than tho
net in front of the ball, and no
foul is committed in the pro-
cess.

B. Meet the challenge presented
by an Opposing spike by
attempting to block the ball.

D. Develop an awareness of the
potentials of the body through
continued use of the block.

E. Refine the block such that
spiked balls are legally stopped
from crossing the net.

A. Alter which spiker is to be set
in the light of abilities end game
conditions.

B. Interpret the defensive alignmen
and servo accordingly.'

C. Design a legal method of
screening the server.



MAN MASTER OF SELF MAN IN SPACE MAN IN A SOCIAL WORLD

Stage I

Stage II

Stage'lll

learning basics
bobbing,

floating, kick

"challenges"

competitive
swimming

performing

E

I
Seeing
others swim

IVi4

ADAPTING

coordinating
strokes

deep water
swimming

."horsing VARY IN°around"

"wasting
time"

skin
divingdiving I

coaching

family outings

synchronized
swimming

splash
parties

spectators

dating
activities

Figu e 26. Purpose/Process Plan foibrganizing Aquatics Activities

The s.tuderst es a member of a (earn will be able to execute 1111:
ceisfully two different plays during a basketball game C 6 lin
picwwing

The student will be able to execute five dif terent plays in bosket
hall game like situations. C b Varying

The poderst w i l l be able t o n xeL ute, rvnhAnandns iif
nil. shooting, ting, and invinit the .7

I he student will be able to perform, ()Intimatins id
without the ball. catching and shoot. ng. II .1 Adapt

Ihrr stinler,t will be Mile winhaiatiAns ;if 1111V1,,
11 I,h0 ball. cah hung and 1,..ssinil

the student ',All be able to
the ball and intik., hr
spa. a 1\ I Adapting

al

Iha tuden t wi:11
tie able b. di.11
bin In rear ,H
pallewis 11 I
Adapting

I he student will be able In
the ball while rut, Ala alit

"me sa A A'ti " A"Aii"A)

f tio ;bile ,1c,
pb, hall I., iiiiwina
fl f

L, tit do tii ,t1 /10 111,001 A. 11,10 ,.
a stiiiii.ii at, h 11.wkilit. Ili

iiry A
pad lnrnn4l

Future t ()awing Illot,irchy for thr,koll),111 I oarnwolh

Learning filrarchy for Basketball Teamwork
A physical educator who uses a mastery approach in

organi7.ing learning activities can develop learning
hierarchies in terms of movement process categories.
This:appr6ach is illustrated by a learning hierarchy for
teamwork in basketball" (Figure 27). The, end goal of the
hierarchy was determined first to be: "The studenCaS a
member of a team will be ab)e to execute successfully two
different plays during a basketball game." Then the
components necessary to achievement of that goal were
listed and sequenced according to the process categories
of the ['PCT.

Relationships Concepts in Basketball
The final example in this section .illustrates the use of

basketball activities in developing concepts of re-
lationships (as an element of spatial orientation). Spe-
cilicallyt theoretical construct of relationships has re-.'
stilted from an analysis of the components of offensive
strategy in basketball. The learning., experiences de-
scribe& are directed toward the relationShip purpose as
it is involved in offensive strategy against ,'set defense
(excluding last breaks). It is mogul/0d that many as-
pects of basketball appropriate to the purpose concept
have been excluded. The simultaneous development of
skills necessary to implement the strategies is not eon-

'1 ''



sidered, nor is the simulation purpose, which is also an
integral part of implementing strategy. Learning experi-
ences emphasize three aspects of offensive strategy.

The following abbreviationS are used in denoting the
construct:

STAT OBJ: Moving in relation to stationary
FOCUS object, with 'a focal relationship.

MOV OBJ: Moving in relation to moving ob-'
'INTER ject. Individual interacts with'mov-

ing object by projecting, intercep-
ting, dodging.

REACT IndividUal reacts to movement of.
moving object by making .adjust-
ment in own movement btit not
interacting with it.

OTHERS:, Individual moves in' relation to
SYNCH other people. Individual attempts

to synchronize movement with
that of others.

ANTIC 'Individual perceives movement of
others and then responds.

PLAN Movement in relation to others is
pre-planned.

SPON Movement in relation to others is
spontaneous.

COOP Individual and others have saine
or compatible purposes for move-
ment.

COUNT Individual's purposes are counter
to purposes of others.

PERC Individual observing others but no
motor response.

The learning experiences designed h) develop
concepts Of relationship's emphasize three aspects
of offensive basketball strategy:
1. the creation of critical situations which force

the defense to make a critical choice, to commit
themselves to a course of action which covers
one possibility but creates accompanying
weaknesses;
the recognition of 'how the defense has re-
sponded;

3. tl .mp.ementation elf theappropriate action to
capitalize on the resulting weakness.

Perceives' the relationship of Belt to teammates, the
ball, and-the goal and moves with consistent focus
On "going to the basket,"

ST,A 1 0111: A. is.love!, in relation to'gool
FOCUS I. One player moves and

haniles hall; bell attached
to basket signals to shoot
and follow for rebound.

STAT OBJ:
FOCUS

OTHERS:
SPON, ANTIC,
REACT, COOP

MOV OBJ:
INTER

OTHERS:
SPON, ANTIC,
COOP

ST T OBJ:
F 'US

MOV BJ

INTE , REACT
OTHERS:
SPON, ANTIC,
REACT, COOP

2. Three,,players moving and
passing ball; bell signals
player wittl ball to shoot
and others to rebound.

Moves in relationAtteammates
and goal
Give offensive players in 1-3-1
set-up moving and passing
ball; any player except point
cuts toward basket when lane
not occupied. Buzier activated
whenever someone in lane.
Stress on sensing movements
of teammates and "open" lane.

C. Moves in relation to the ball
Spotlight provides Moving cir-
cle of light sweeping through-
out halfcourt. Five, players
moving and passing ball in at-
tempt to get ball into light cir-
cle where iridescent'spots will
show. Emphasis on constant
movement of ball: View video-
tape to observe success in se-
lecting target, leading with
passes, anticipating receipt so
that no lulls occur in movement
of ball.

D. Moves in relation, to team-
mates, ball, goal. Add contin-
ual cutting through lane to con-
stant movement of ball until
pass to cutting player can be
synchronized so that no delay
occurs in movement of ball.
View videotape replay of each
pass to a cutting player instant-
ly after it occurs to determine
if timing synchronizes.

II. Understands specific defenses in terms of possible
weaknesses.

OTHERS:
PERC

Oil I ERS:
PER('

A. Understands. possible defen-
sive patterns . .

Students view films of games
illustrating variety of defen-
sive tactics.. Students describe
defense used.

I. Understands the principles of
operation of a specific defense
1. Learn specific roles of de-

fensive players by any.fof
these alternatives: reading
a description, observing a
demonstration, watching
film, designing own de-
fc:)iiit!::: and determining the



2. Practice the seleckd sys-
tem of defense until able
to execute it.

OTHERS: C. For specific defense, per ives
PERU possille-Weak points and how'

theSe sitUations are created by
offensive action.
1. Individual, student uses

strategy gaMe. Designed
as branchingprogrammed
instruction in which start-
ing situation is described,
student controls-Offensive
team actions, game indi-
cates defensive reactions.
Probable outcomes indi-
cated and scored. Student

, attempts to discover de-
-fensive weakness-es.

OTHERS: 2. Student views loop films
REACT, COUNT of "choice points" for de-

fense illustrating alterna-
tive defensive . responses.
(Example: Against 2-1-2
zone, offensive player in
corner near endline threat-
ens to shoot. Back defense
can come out to guard shot
or not; if goes out, other
defensive players may or
may not shift to compen-
sate.) Observers of loops
disFuss ways to take ad-
vantage of defensive re-
sponse.

III. Plans and executes offensive strategy designed to
create weaknesses in defense.

OTHERS: A. Recognizes critical points as.
PERC they occur in game (i.e. points

where defense must commit it-
self)
Student. views film of game
from perspective of own po-
Sition. Student can stop action
at critical point: and describe
how situation was created and
what alternatives are available
to defense.

OTHERS: B. Intentionally creates critical
.PLAN situations.

I. Student repeats strategy
game experience concen-
trating on .developing
consistent strategy to beat
that defense.

OTHERS: 2. Game situation in which
PLAN offensive team consistent-

38

OTHERS:
SPON

J

S,.1 es to create particular
,critical situation. EmphaT
Ais on forcing defense to ,

commit rather than upon
a follow-up response.
Game situation in which
player carries wireless mi-
crophone and verbally de-
scribes what she is trying'
to do while playing. Au-
diotape synchronized with
videotape. View after to
assess whether attempting
appropriate strategy.

IV. Identifies defensive. response to critical situation
and selects an appropriate offensive follow-up.

OTHERS:

REACT

OTHERS:

REACT
PLAN

A. ResPonds at unhurried pace.
'1. View film of game situa-

tion from perspective of
own position showing cri-
tical situation, Student
chnses next action (shoot,
pass, etc.) and discusses
why.

'2.- Electronic game simulator
with visual display. Each
offensive player controlled
by a student. Computer
controls defense in re-
sponse to offensive moves.
Interaction like regular
game but can control pace.

3. Game situation in which
offense can signal a freeze
of all action, contemplate
action and then continue.

B. Responds at speed required in
game situation.
1. Game play with another

student observing each of-
fensive -player; player has
earphones which pick. up
partner's immediate reac-
tions. At 2-3 minute inter-
vals, stop and discuss with
partner.

2. _Game.play videotaped and
analyzed immediately after.

V, Recognizes overall patterns of defensive action and
appropriately plans overall Offensive strategies.

GENERAL: A., Perceives general pattern of de-
tense being employed.
1. Repeat experience of

_watching films of game
and- identifying defenses.



2.. Game situation, defensive
team alternates patterns
on secret signal, offensive
team calls out as soon as
recognizes.

B. Recognizes persistent weak-
nesses in way in which de-
fense .itc:eXecuted.
Views game situation and
charts weaknesses observed.
At ihree minute intervaiS, par-
ticipants and observers dis-
cuss weaknesses of defense.

C. Selects and executes offensive
strategies appropriate for de-
fensive weaknesses.
At three minute intervals,
view videotape replays and
adjust play accordingly.

Summary
Several examples have been presented to illustrate the

use of the PPCF in organizing physical education learn-

ing activities. Assuming prior decisions concerning the
selection of content, planning has proceeded within the
boundaries of a traditional activity area, e.g., volleyball;
or in the context of developing a particular purpose con-
cept, e.g., relocation; or in some cases with a joint focus,
as in developing relationships concepts in basketball. In
most of the illustrations, the movement 'process cate-
gories Have been the basis for sequencing instruction.

'Marie R. Mullan, unpUblished paper, University of Georgia, Athens,
1972. .

'Madison, Wisconsin, Public Schools, Department of Health,'Phys-
ical Education and Safety, 1971.

'Arlene McGinn and Leroy Pelletier, Calgary Separate School System
1976-1977 Pilot Program Materials, Calgary, Alberta.

'Ken Roth, unpublished paper, New Glarus High School, WisconAin,
1971.

5Paddi McGee, unpublished paper, Harrison High School, Harrison,
New York, 1972.

°Bonnie Blaser, Racine, 'Wisconsin, and Don Anderson, Winnetka,
Illinois Public SChools, unpublished paper, 1973,

'Nancy Michael, unpublished paper, Athens, Georgia, Public
Schools, 1975.

'Sheryl L. Gotts, unpublished paper, Purdue University, 1972.
Linda Bain, unpublished paper, University of Houston, 1972.
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HOW IS INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS
EVALUATED?

All techniques available for assessment of individual
status and learning may be utilized inprograms based on
PPCF decision-making as effectively as in programs re-
sulting from the use of any other conceptual framework.
Effec)je evaluation within any framework depends
upon thoughtful formulation of educational goals and
objectives. The PPCF can iserve as a tool for rational
decision-making in formulating program goals and edu-
cational objectives for particular curricula. Preceding
sections have illustrated the use of student purposes for
moving in determining program goals. In addition, par-
ticular techniques have been suggested for formulation
of educational objectives, using purposes as conceptual
referents and using the Movement process categories to
state objectives more precisely and to assist the planner
in decisions relating to sequence.

Motor

Challenge
The student will perform motor activities
that require that he intensify or extend his
ability level beyond his present capabilities
and subsequently,toward accomplishment
of that task.

The student will participate in activities
that involve a degree of risk taking.

Awareness
The student should be able to effectively
utilize space in any given activity (simple or
complex) no matter what the field lirfilons.

Student will be able to move the body, and/or
body parts In various directions and change
direction without extraneous movement and
demonstrate such by successfully engaging
In movement activities.

Student will be able to move his body
proficiently while changing levels.

Student will be able to adjust his range of
movement In response to a specific task.

Cultural Understanding '
- The student will demonstrate intermediate or

advanced ability In at least two activities
significant in his own ethnic subculture.

The student will demonstrate novice to inter-
mediate ability in several activities playing a
more significant role in other cultures than
in his own culture.

The exarnpl,s which follow illustrate the use of a set of
comprehensive physical education goals, the statement
of specific performance goals, the mastery learning ap-

oach, and curriculum task analysis. A final example is
uded to give additional insight into the types of

evidence apt to be most appropriate for evaluation of
individual progress in the development of the purpose
and process concepts which define the PPCF.

Comprehensive Student Goals
A comprehensive summary of overall -student goals1

developed by a curriculum team of Madison, Wisconsin,
public school teachers and curriculum specialists iden-
tified broad objectives for the high school graduate. Ob-
jectives were stated in each of three domains (motor,
cognitive, and affective) in terms of the twenty-two pur-
pose concept elements. Goals for three of the twentyltwo
elements are reproduced in Figure 28 to illustrate the
approach.

Cognitive

The student will know the hazards of risk
taking in any activity setting.

The student should understand the principles
of good space utilizatibn with regards to
where to find open space and how to get to it.

The student should understand the need to
adjust his body movements with regards to
spatial limitations.

Student 'underSiands how to adjust his
range of motion.

The studeht.Will have knowledge of activities
popular in many cultures, including his own.

The student will understand the role played
by particular game, sport, or dance activities
within a given culture.

The student will recognize variations it
.garnes andlother physical activities reflection
diverse cultural customs, mores, and value's.

floc ti.%

Tho student enjoys participating in
activities which involve a degree of risk
taking.

Student values the strategic
implications of effective space utilization
and projects his awareness.

The student will appreciate the cuftutal
differences reflected in traditjonal and
popular activities.

The student will take pride in his own
cultural movement heritage.

Figure 28. Goals for High School,Physical Education Students
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Each of the broad goals requires more precise sta terrillts
to provide a set of summative objectives for guiMts,
specific program and instructional decisions. Given 'a
series of well-stated summative objectives, the teacher
can develop formative objectives to guide daily planning
and evaluation. Program evaluation can then focus on
student achievement of summative objectives and the
degree of institutional success in achievement of overall
student goals.

Performance Objectives for Begifining B ling

In contrast to the preceding, comprehgns e set of gen-
eral objectives, Anderson2 has provided a set of specific
movement objectives for teaching bowling to ninth-
grade boys and girls. The statement of Specific per-
formance objectives for any instructional unit provides
criteria which can. be communicated clearly among
teachers andetudents to guide direction for learning and
a base for objective evaluation of student performance
upon completion of the unit. The following performance
objectives in bowling are written and classified igiaccor-
dance with the movement process categories of pattern-
ing, adapting, and refining.

A. General GoalDevelopment of Ball Approach
and Delivery
From observations of a demonstration or by
task analysis, the learner will be able to use a
full length arm swing with the shoulder as the
fulcrum so as to project a ball to cover a distance
of sixty feet within 3.0-3.3 seconds seven out of
ten times. (Patterning)
Following a demonstration or by task analysis
the student will be able to execute a 3,.4 or 5 step
pattern combined with a full length arm swing
so that the ball is projected with a speed of
2.5-3.0seconds seven out of ten times. (Pattern-
ing)
On five out of ten attempts the student will be
able to coordinate the forward motion of the
frody (steps) with the arm swing so that the
following take place:

The ball is rolled with a consistent speed of
2.5-3.0 seconds. (Refining)
The ball is released over a given point at the
foul line,jolled over a specific target (point
of aim) and contacts the Center pin. (Ref iri-
ing)
The bowler finishes the approach in bal-
ance, facing straight ahead, and with a
straight pendulum swing and follow
through toward the target. (Refining)

B. Development of an Effective "Strike Ball"
Using a coordinated approach, the bowler will
demonstrate ability to modify the point of aim
and ball release so as to deliver a hook ball.
(Adapting)

Using a coordinated approach and either a
straight or hook ball delivery the bowler will .

demonstrate the ability to roll an effective first
ball by averaging six pins per, frame for 10
frames. (Refining)

C. Development of an Effective Second Ball
4The learner will den' onstrate an ability to ad-

just the strike bill movement pattern so that
single pin leaves or multiple pin leaves may be
contacted by either moving the starting po-
sition, release point or point of aim or all three.
More specifically -

the bowler will be able to contact the single
7, pin (right to left angle) five out of ten
times; (Adapting)
the bowler will be able to contact the single
10 pin (left to right angle) four out often
times; (Adapting)
the bowlelplill be able to contact the single
5 pin (center to center angle) five out of ten
times. (Adapting)

In a game situation the bowler will be able to
convert space leaves three out of ten times.
(Refining)

D. Summary
Upon completion of this unit on bowling the
student will be able to perform and dem-
onstrate the following for six games:-

1. consistent ball speed of 2.2-3.0 sec-
onds;

2. consistent ball roll straight or hook;
3. ability to hit within 2 boards of one's

release point and point of aim 70 per-
cent of the time;

4. first ball average of 6:5 pins per frame;
5. mark (spare or strike) average of 3 per

game;
6. average game score of 105 pins.

Softball Mastery Learning Unit
In an earlier section a learning hierarchy ,,111 basketball

was presented to illustrate the use of a mastery approach
in organizing learning activities in terms of movement
process categories. The mastery approach can be espe-
cially e ive in developing evaluative activities as

° well. otts3, 'lized the PPCF in designing a mastery
learni g unit for fielding in softball. Based on assess-
ment entry skills of the learners, the learning hierar-
chy wa Tanned to achieve student purposes of object
projectio , object reception, and relocation. An end goal
of ztchiev ment of proficiency in softball fielding was
determin d. This end goal was stated at the improvising,
level an ecame the summative objective of the mastery
learning unit: "In a game, the student will be able to
move to meet the ball, catch it, and in the same motion
throw to a designated ypot."
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UNIT I

°

In a game, the student will be able to move to meei the ball,
etch It and in the same moon throw to a designated spot.
-6 Improvising (N)

ati

Student will be able to move to meet the ball, catch it and
in the same motion throw to a designated spot. C-5 VaryingIM)-

Move in various directions and catch. B-4 Refining (L) 111

.
Vary speed and accuracy of throw, catch
and continue into throw. B-4 Refining (H)

.

Catch and continue pattern into throw.
1113 Adapting (GI

1,

)

Move quickly
designated
B-3 Adapting

to a
spot.

(K)

--1.---

Catch throws
different levels
accuracy.
B-3 Adapting

1

of
and

IF)

ccuracy
B-3

of throw.
Adapting (C)

1

Quick start.
Adapting (J)

I

8-3
Catch objects traveling
at various speeds. 13-8
Adapting (E)

Velocity of throve.
133 Adapting (B)

Sprint running
Pattern. A-2 .

Patter'ning (I)

Catching pattern. A-2
Patterning (D)

Overarm throwing
pattern. A-2
Patterning (A)

RELOCATION OBJECT RECEPTION OBJECT PROJECTION

Figure 29. Learning Hierarchy For Softball: Fielding, Agility, Speed, Ac-
curacy and Throwing

Figure 29 pcesents this learning hierarchy with the end
goal at the top and components necessary to achieve that
end goal appearing below. The objectives are keyed to
the movement process categories by letter and number
(e.g., C-6). The process category of the end goal is
improvising because the movements cannot be, pre -
planned since where the ball will be hit is unknown: The
objectives leading to the summative objective are for-
mativeObjectives written to identify different process
categories. The processes in the formative objectives are
patterning, adapting, refining, and varying which pro-
vide sequential steps to achieving the summative-objec-
tive.

Shown at the bottom in Figure 29 are the main purpose
, elements in the unit, relocation, object reception, and
object' projection, reflected in the formative objeiiives.

, These purposes are worked on separately in the be
ginning of the unit aria then are combined until ;the
student is able to perform the end goal. The letterS in
parentheses on the learning hierarchy correspond to the
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learning experiences designed to achieve the learning
hierarchy, goal. Three illustrations of learning experi-
ences designed for self-assessment in mastery of selected
goals..appear below: overarm throwing pattern (A); vary
speed and accuracy of throw, catch and continue with
throw (H); and move to meet ball, catch and throw .to
designated spot (M). In the learning experiences de-
scribed, ML I, ML II, ML III, ML IV refer to the mastery
levels. The performance criterion standard can be set at
any one level..The choice will depend on the ability level
of the students and the time available.. For example, ML
III could be the criterion standard. When a student has
achieved that level he is free to go on to the next learning
experience without regard to levels I and II. It is poSsible
for a student to work on more than One learning experi-
ence before achieving the mastery level desired. For
`example, it would be possible for a student to work, on
learning experiences A, D and I concurrently, before,
achieving the desired mastery level in any one-blithe
three.

A. Perform an overarm throwing pattern in ma-
ture form.

1. Using a soft ball, stand t 0.feet from a
wall. Throw the ball against the wall.
Check points:

,

a. Before I start to throw my non-,
throWing arm side IS to the 'wall.
As I thrOw, I take a forward step'
toward the wall on my non-.-
throwing side.

c. I shift my weight onto the forward
foot,
'M I throw my hips and shoulder's
rotate so I am facing the ,wall,

e. My throwing `.arm' rotates at the,
.,,,, shoulder joint. : '?-

f. I follow through so, that I aril forced,.
., to take a step fOrWard. '--

2 a) Use the VTR and check y4urself, b)t '.personHave ano her '.person in class . check
you. c) Ha e the inSfructor,eheck.

H. Perform a successfulcaiadrigmotion right into :-,
the overarm throw when the throw, is high,

,:, low, medium, to the Side, hard (fast) or' soft
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(slow).
1. Throw the balLat,loWf. medium and

high levels. Catch and continue right
into your .throw.,
With a partner:

ML-I 20 at each level, consecutive
' catches and 'throws

ML IC 15 at each leVel
ML-III 10 at each level
ML-IV 5 at each level.

Throw the ball to the side of your part
nee'at low, medium and high levels.

ML-1 15"onsecutive on each side



ML.,:Ir lb consecutive on each side
ML-III -- 5 consecutive' on each side
ML -IV 3 consecutive on each side

3. Now vary the speed and level of the
throw and continue'catch motion fight
into the throw.

ML-I 15 consecutive catches. Ball
thrown hard at least 50 percent of the
time.
ML-H 10
ML-HI 5
ML-IV 3

How does this movement feel?
Itit dqes not feel 'good or right, ask the instruc-
tor.tYhelp you.

. _

M Stu it Ll be!able to move quickly to meet fly
r. bale and groimirballs.

1. Grotificti*Ii: (Haskins, 1971)- 50' ft.,

-;_z.l
:tl'i-hrovinal.

Recorder x fielder

Throwing 25 ft.
line

0 Target

25 ft. 10 ft.

17 ft.

Each throw must bounce,at least once
between throwing line and 25-foot
line. Thrower must throw with good
speed and some variation in speed.
Fly balls (Haskins, 1971)

throwor

rope 8 feet high

61,a ur

30 ft. 30 It.
_1.

60 ft

Thrower must throW ever the. eight-
rope. Throw with good

speed.
. Student will get one point for each correctly

fielded ball and one point for throwing the ball
intpAhe target area. Two trials of twentyY each.

ML-I 36 points
ML-II 30 points
ML-III 24 points
ML-IV -7 18 points

Curriculum Task Analysis for Teamwork in Field
Hockey,

Utiliziug__curriculum task analysis' requires one to
identify a terminal objective, ,several *enabling Objec-

tives, and more' specific teaching objectives which lead
the learner to the ternItal objective. Upon completion of
any work module, the evaluator may select from among a
complete range of assessment activities those appro-
priate to the particular enabling or teaching objective
being emphagized. Saunders4 has illustrated this ap-
proach to evaluatio-n of sthdent 'progress in learning
teamwork in field hockey in Figure '30.

Behavioral Evidence of Cultural Undereptding
current interest in focusing evaluation on significant

learning and in assessment based on performance
teria has highlighted concern for identifying behavioral
evidence of achievement of student learning goals.
Brockmeyer'ss theoretical construct of cultural under-
standing presented in:;Figure .11 (page 21) can be'used
to illustrate the nature of evidence sought in evalu-
ating student achievement. Behavioral evidence for as-
sessment of each of the six subelements of cultural un-
derstanding as hypothesized by prockmeyer, is
suggested' below:

A. Participation
1. The learner will execute the presented skill

patternS without major error and with ease
and efficiency.

2 The learner will voluntarily take part in the
skill development phase of the class.

3: The, learner will demonstrate an under=
standing J)f the mechanics and the move-
nient sequences of the. skills ift'esl.iited in a
cognitive manner, such as descriOtive writ-
ing or diagramming.

B. Stylization
1. The t arner will adapt his or her movement

paitterns to conform to the "real" style. .

The learner will perform the skills in a
manner judged to be stylistically correct.

1 The learner will change skill patterns to fit
the social setting and situation and utilize
authentic style in the changed, appropriate
patterns.

4 The learner will exhibit, through cognitive
representation (oral or written reporting), a
knowledge of the background, history,
purpOSeS and character of 'the F;IaY

. xi-tents of the ethnic culture being studiel,
5." The learner will undertake research i o

the cultural manifestations-7 folkways,
mores, local color of the ethnic culture
play being studied.

6, The learner Will appreciate the.bas is, for the
style and purpose of the '''real" players.

C Involvement
I. The. learner will actively and voluntarily

seek participation in the cultural play.



TERMINAL OBJECTIVE: To be able to play the game of
field hockey utilizing the element of teamwork as evidenced
by the successful completion of combination plays.

Ski Ili for Differ-
entiated Roles

7, Design strategies using
diffetent skills.i .

P.,: Substitute different skills to
'accomplish aims in a game.

5. Use speeifiC skills in a game'
with teammates.

4, Use specific skills with
specific teammates in a game.

3. AdjuSt skills to different paces
with partner and opponent.

.

2. Employ. i) combination skill
with 1 partner & opponent.

1. Identify adjustments needed
tonerfOrm skills with vary-
ing numbers, of partners,
oPponentsi& pacei. ,`

6.

5.

4.

3.

.

2.

1.

,Understanding Rules
and Game Structure

Evaluate officiating & playing
efforts & suggest Improve-
ments based on own experience

Officiate; facilitating smooth
playa

Explain differing penalties &
mechanics for specific field
areas & circumstances.

Identify fouls & mechanics in
a game.

Explain the mechanics ofthe'S
oathe

List the field hockey fouls
& penalties.

.

6.

5.

4.

. .,

3.

"

2.

1.

Understanding Tasks
& Setting Goals

Evaluate own progress In each
task & effectiveness of task
learning for you.

'Set hierarchy of mastery levels
as gbals for yourself in selected
skill.

Explain hierarchy of mastery
levels in a skill.

.

Select & work toward a
mastery level in a skill & help
a partner.

skill
T.

Explain to Partner hoWip-.. .

formation can be found, used,
and practiced.

Explain requirements out-
lined for 4 basic tasks.

5.

4.
,.

3.

2.

1.

Commitment to
Teamwork 4'

Can be counted upon to
select teamwork skill & to
encourage others to do so.

When a choice exists, often
select a teamwork skill,

.',..
When appropriate, usually
select a teamwork skill.

Work on teamwork
practicing skills with
partners and in game.

, ..
Be aware of need ,ro porr}bine
efforts to ProcikereamWork
& of understandings &
skills needed.

Figure 30. Teamwork Task Analysis

2. The learner will voluntarily participate in
school and non-school ethnic play.

3. The learner will demonstrate interest in
learning more about the- cultural heritage.

4. The learner will derive pleaSure from par-
ticipation from learning more about
the play of 'a'specific cultural htage.

D. Symbolic Representation
1. The learner will demonstrate relationships

of the traditional cultural heritage to con-
temporary play .through cognitive-expres-
sion..

2. The learner will utilize contemporary
tural manifestations in cognitive rep-
resentationS of historical ethnic play.
The learnerwill interpret in movement the
concepts, ofitraditional' cultural play as it
relates to the social concepts of con-,
temporary play.

4. The learner will exhibit, unconsciously, an
itivated style of culturally authenticated
nu It ement in play.
The learner will utilize the symbolic mean
ings of the culturally authenticated play in
social relationships in play.

Ii. Creative Enterprise
Tlie learner will create, new movement ex-
pressions based upon the. integrated cul-
tural .play .'concepts prey ions ly experi-
enced:

2. The learner will consciously evaluate the
historical and contemporary cultural in-
fluences,,on play in applyingthe- concepts

, to new:eicpessions (moter'br,COgnitive) of
cultural heritage.

3. The learner will unconsciously express the
cultural heritage in manifestations of the
creative impulse.

F. Lifestyle,
1. The learner exhibits bilhavior which shoWs '-.

the integration of the cultural hiStory and
the contemporary influences, on play.

2:- The-learnee:becomeS a, "rear cultural ex-
tension by unconsciously valuing the total
experience of liVinOn a new, culturally
authenticated mode.

3. The learner is a new person who responds
consistently to life situations:as a culturally .
integrated whole.

Summary

A series of approaches to evaluating, student progress
in developing concepts identified by the PPCF has been
presented. The selection emphasized diversity. Com-
prehensive physical education goals 'can be, set for the
high school graduate. The evaluator then uses any com-
bination of acceptable techniques to ensure that the pro-
ram offers to all of the students opportunities to achieve
these goals and assistance ,in 'assessing individual per';..-
formance levels. An example of the utilization of per-
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fOrmance goals in bowling dermiostrated the,staternent
of objectives in terms of movement process categories.
The evaluatOr would employ the same procedures for
seeking behavioral evidence as in assessing achieve-
ment cklperformance goals in any other subject field. The
mastery learning approach was illustrated by a softball,
unit in which the learning hierarehyrivas sequenced.
according to procesy.. ca tegor i es. This .approach_ perm i ts,
both the teacher and the student to evaluate Whether a
d.ecl perfcirmaiice standard has been achieved and to
mIke a rational curricular decisiOn concerning succeed-
ing learning activities.' diericutum task analysis was
demonstrated by a field hockey analysi. In this exam-
ple, the terminal objective identified NV i,s directed to-
.w.ard_the developthent of a purpose concept, using- a
construct of the element of teamwork corilprising fdiir
subelements. The final example was selected to illustrate
the types or-behavioral evidence the evaluator might
seek in assessing student progress'in achieving cciiicept.Q_

un9lerstanding, a purpose element construct
hyp esiiect as including six subeleinents.

Curriculum evaluation is far too broad a field for the
scope of this monograph. No attempt has been:made to

,c4present even trre most basic concepts of evaluation of to''
suggest the, great varlet.), of possibilities for assessing
student learning in physical education. IlhistratiOns
have been selected for. the.limited pdrpose of dem-
onstrating the application of the PPCF to this'aspeet of
curricular deciion-making:

'Madison, Wisconsin, Public Schools',1972,:.:
1Peggy Andetson, unpublished paper, University of Aiiiona,Tuc-

1972. .
'

heryl L. Cons., unpUblAeii paper, Purdue University, Lafayette,
In aria, 1974.

4Kaiherine Sauniters, unpublished payer, Un:itsity of Wisconsin,
Madison, 1973.
'Gretchen Brockuneyer, unpublished paper, Luther College
Iowa, 1973.



TOMORioiy'§ CURRICULA'

Aneither step has been taken. The development f e
purpose-process 'curriculum "framework f6r ply col
education opens up additional options for the individual
to become educated to achieve. his or .her. purposes
through movement in unique ways and.to find personal
meanings'. in movement experiences. Hopefully, the
"process-media-i,esult". relationship described in Tows.
of Theoryl has been elaborated and the gap in articulation
of a broad theory of physical education has been some-
what narrowed. Educators can use this framework in its
present form for ongoing curriculum development in
.physical

.Much remains to be done. The purposes of hu
movement, the ways in which persons find meaning
through their own movement, have been identified,
categorized, and defined to establish a base fOr the phys-
ical education curriculum. The research to date provides
some assurance that the list is.i'nclusive.2 The full use of
the purpoSe concepts in curricular decision - making de-

....pen& upon further analysis of the subelements of each
purpose element; A research methodology for construct

, validation is available and applicable; butnnich theoret-
ical conceptualizing and an extensive series of research
studies are required tarneetthis,challenge,.

The movement prOcess categories have been subjected
to three major rev isionS,..bubut very little research has been
directed :toward the validation of this classification
scheme. It has been demonstrated that teacher differ-
entiation of -procesS categories. can be reflected in aug-
mented feedback to students,' but little is known about

-.!'the..felationShips of particular teacher. behaViiArS'..to the

a

development of selected, process behaViorg;by students.
The movement, processes 'categorized as generic and
ordinative appear to be consistent with research find-
ings concerning the acquisition of motor ski11.5 On the
other hand, the. nature of creative motor behavior is
highly speculative:

Theoretical development of the PPCF as it describes
potential interrelationships between purpose and pro-
cess concepts has been extremely limited. There is gt:04.t
need, for expldratery efforts in Co,pceptualizing.ModelS
for overall curriculum develOpinent. Specific applica-.
tions in a variety of local s.ettings, :'would contribute td
further research, better understanding.

Certainly theprofession of physical education must be
H.concerned with contiMied.developnient. of 'conceptual

framework for physical education 'curricular decision-...
Making. The Purpose Process Curriculum Framework
appears to be a helpful tool, but other options.should also
be studied.

'Celeste Ulrich and John E. Nixon, Tones of Theory (Washington, DC:
American Association Health, physical Education, and Rec-
reation, pp. 15-19), 1972.

LaPlante, "Evaluation Selected.Listof PurposiN for
Physic'al Education Using a Modified Delphi Technique!' (Doctoral
dissertation; University of Wisconsin, 1973).

'SL.'S'uc'Jones, "The Construct of Body Awareness in Space as Re-
fleeted Through Children's Ability to Discriminate Directions, Lev-
els,.and Pathways in Movement" (Doctoral dissertation, University
of Wisconsin, 1972).

Wilma M. Harrington, "A Study of Feedback Diversity in Teaching
Physical Education". (Doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin,
1974).

..,..0.11urrim,;(011,-"Study of Feedback Diversity."



APPENDIX A

HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICAL\
EDUCATION PROGRAM DESIGNED.

TO EMPHASIZE SELECTED
PURPOSE CONCEPTS'

The progfam outlined below is planned for students in
grades nine through twelve. The' program goals to be
emphasized arc: participation, moveni*nt appreciation,
cultural understanding, teamwork, Iafiershipe circulo-
respiratirry efficiency, and neurohiii'S'ular 'efficiency.
The program is' a n individualized, continuous, four-year
progranimhich ultimately allows the student to
pendent work and in-depth study, directed toward be-
coming a physiC,illy educated peron,defined as an in-
dividual who:

has learned to perform efficiently the motor
skills one needs in everyday living and in
recreational activities;

2. has knowledge about ,and. can rhaintain
. ofrphysiological conditioning;

3:'understandS the'concepts underlying effec-
Itive human, movement;

'has deVeloped a .desire to regularly par'-
ate in activity and has a tavorable

ntage about self and actiC,ity,,
In this Cqi.40tency-based program the s tu den ts se/co the
activ in which they wouldiike to become competent
And the teacher assists by determining the minimal
competency level.. '

lhe entering ninth-grade student participates in
a movement skills assessMent module. Students
are given competency tests to determine their level
of performance and understanding of movement
skills. If necessary, the.stiu(.nt takes remedial work

. . fundamental skill development.
..nroad grade-le,yel objectives are stated for yach

By the end of theiiiiith r-riide it is an t iciPated
that each student:

will have perf6rined with minimal compe-,/ tency in three different activities, with at
least one from each of the three key pur-
pose categories;

2. will have demonstrated minimal survival
competency in aquatics;

3. will have Alemonstrated helping another
student to leorn.or improve a skill;

1. . w ill compose and perform one of the fol.

a. a routine for one aspect of .gymnastics
It. a dance' routine
C. 01 iieW skill drill for teaehing a particular

skill in a team sport or dual sport,

1...

Once the student meets the minimum standards with
Azegards t9 mover-tent funckinental..skills he/she...then
moves directly to the activity selection. All ninth-grad&.'-
tkidents,muSt take a 12-week module of aquatics. As

'soon as a student passes the survival test he/she is'no
A'' longer requlied swimming.'In addition. the stu-

dent 'must.partiapate in afleast six activity modules
during this first year. One activity. from each , of the
categories of individual sports, team Sports,. and dance:.
gymnastici,..mUsf 'be.,.choseu.

By the end of the tenth'grade each student is expected
to:

t. attain minimal competency in two addi-
tional sport areas;

2. attain intermediate, competency, in two
sport areas;

.

3. compose a paper or symbolize through a
movement sequence appreciationof an ac-,.
tivity; , - .

4: ..participate)n a school, family, or commu-
nity activity program in one of the follow-
ing ways: .,

a. as an official for the intramural prO-
grain' kintist officiate .at': least four.
games)

b.- as a counselopin the Saturday morning,
playground. program foriet least-four

turda ys
c. as a hoSpital aide in the :Therapy

Laboratory for at least four afternoons
d. as coach of one of the adult community

teams in volleyball, softball or basket-
ball

e. by. fulfilling any other contract ac-
cepted by one of the physical education
teachers as meeting this competency;

5. prepare a profile of actual abilities and
those he/sheaspires to achieve.

The junior and senior years of physical education are
completely selective. The students schedule classes
which emphasize 'activities in their particular area of
interest. The student takes a mini-lab course in.phys-
.00gy of exercise sometime during these two years, In
this course the student is exposed to basic concepts of.'
fitness, strength development, and 'eight control. Flex-, .

live 'study in physical education includes, in additicin to
the.content already establi4ied, such offerings asiiiStory
of sport_ spot psytjuology, sport Sociology, and lit-
erature and sp rt.

The student reseOns dile for designing,' with teacher
assistance, a rogram for studOnt

'student can take two approaches to
this program:

.1.. setting a series of skill competencies that
the student. can 'achieve within the two
years;

2.: work in the dire'ction of some sort of re-
earch prowct.that shoWs iru aeptii.exper--

..:



ience in relationship to physical education
and any other academic discipline.

The ultimate aim of the physical education student in
this high school program is to be able to evaluate

himself/herself as a physically educated person.

*Antoinette Tiburzi, Unpublished paper, State University of New
York, Cortland, 1974.



APPENDIX B

MODE FOR DECISION-MAKING

The modell which follows was.deVeloped for a K-12
curriculum development project in which the teachers in
the school district served as curriculum workers under
the direction of a curriculum specialist qualfied to guide
curricular decision-making using several models includ-
ing tho PPCF.
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Identify problem's. The first step in the process is for the
curriculum workers (teachers) to identify ,the problems
in their district that make it necessary for curriculum
development or revision to occur. Examples of these
problems are: (1) lack of continuity among levels, (2)
repetition of activities year after year, (3) lack of dearly
defined focus.

Review frameworks. Having identified a number of
problems with the teachers, the curriculum specialist
will review with them various conceptual frameworks
with the idea that such a framework is essential for
long-range planning. The teachers, having gained an
understanding of the frameworks, will decide which
they will use in their curriculum development project. If
they accept a framework other than the PPCF, a model
for decision-making will need to be identified. If they
accept the PPCF, they will proce I as indicated on the
flow chart.

Accept purpose-process. Acceptance of -the purpose-
process frawework implies that the broad goals are also
accepted. The broad goals are simply the elements re-
phrased to read "The student moves to , . ."

Evidence that goal is met. The goals, of course, are very
general. In order for the teachers to be able to commu-
nicate what is intended by each, they will need to ask
themselves what evidence they will accept that the goals
have been met. The evidence can be stated as answers to
the following three questions: If the student's purpose
for moving is

(a) what should he be able to do?
(b) what does he need to know?
(c) how should he feel about it?

There are apt to be several answers to the above ques-
tions, or several different ways for the student to dem-
onstrate that the goals have been met. The teachers may
idecide that all three conditions must be met in ordeiftfor
the student to have successfully achieved the goal; or,
they may decide that it is sufficient for the student to be
able to perform any one of the three. Decisions of this
sort will be based on considerations of the administra-
tive structure of the school district, the equipment and
facilities which are available, the interests and values of
the students and the community, the abilities and values
of the teachers, and the opinions of experts about the
validity and feasibility of the stated evidence. At thA
point, also, a check back lb the problemS which were
identified originally would be made to see if the state-
ments yf evidence reflect solutions to these problems.

Coldpse evidence into succinct list.. Upon completion of
this task, the teachers will find that they have an un-
wieldy number of statements of evidence. Therefore,
they can eliminate duplication and Yedbce the number
by grouping together all statements that are alike.

At this point, when the statements of evidence have
been collapsed into a succinct list, there are two di-
rections which might be taken. The statements of evi-
dence might be classified according to whether they are
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prima rily within the context of specific activities, i.e.
team sports, individUal sports, aquatics, or dance (left
side of flow chart, Figure 31). Or the,statements of evi-
dence might be classified according to the three key
concepts, i.e., man master of himself; man in space, or
man in a social world (right sida of flow chart),_

Classify by activities. With the statements of evidence
classified by activities, decisions then have to be made
concerning what activities will be taught at what levels.
As aids in making these decisions, two tools are needed.
The first,2 referred tows the spprts chart, is a grid with

ACTIVITY

Basketball

Gymnastics

Beg. Swim

MAN MASTER OF HIMSELF

Physiological
Efficiency

cc

Tennis

. Psychic
Equilibrium

4.- 0

1A Y

Level

9 -12

6 8

3 5

K 2 .

the 22 elements listed across the top and the activities
listed along the side (Figure 31). The teachers use this
grid to indicate which elements seem to be inherent in
each of the activities. The other tools referred to as the
emphasis graph, is a graph which depicts the relative
emphasis to be placed on each of the three key concepts
at each of the four levels (Figure 32). For example, using
this tool, man in space would receive the most emphasis
in the K-2 program, while all three key concepts would
be emphasized equally in grades 6-8.

MAN IN SPACE'

Spatial
Orientation

m f0.c

C
O

cc

C
0
co

c-r)
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Object
Manipulation

C
0

g
EOa

C

E
cc

MAN IN A SOCIAL WORLD

Communl. Group In- Cultural
cation toraction Involvement

C
O

a

O

E
2

a

3

Figure 31. Sports Chart Identifying Purpose Elements

EMPHASIS ON KEY CONCEPTS BY LEVEL

MAN MASTER MAN MAN IN A
OF HIMSELF IN SPACE SOCIAL WORLD

*"..,\ Alai / o-'

,
kir,.Prl

...,,,,

Figure 32. Emphasis on Key Concepts by Level

9 -- 12

K 2
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It is not intended that the decisions made in the sports
chart or in the emphasis graph be universally accepted.
Rather, the teachers implementing the curriculum
should reach consensus and be able to support their
decision in terms of child growth and development and
student abilities and interests. .

By combining, the statements of evidence, the sports
chart, and the emphasis graph, decisions can be made
about what activities will be taught at each level. For
instance, considering that there are statements of evi-
dence claSsified under team sports, and that the empha-
sis in grades 3-5, for instance, is on man in space, the
choice of activities for grades 3-5 will be. those team
sports which have inherent elements under the key con-,
cept, man in space (from the sports chart). The product of
this effort will be a very rough listing of activities by



levels.and will be subject ,to change w en organized into
instructional units.

Classify by concepts. The proc s for derivingactivities
by level from a classification of st tements of evidence by
key conceiits is much the same as that described in the
preceding section. The 'activities that will b&listed by
level, instead of being sports activities such dsTvolleyball
or gymnastics, will,be "relocation" activities or "object
projection-reception" activities.

Organize intp instructional units. With a general idea of
the activities to be induded at each level, the next step is
to decide more precisely; how these activities can be
organized into instructional units at each grade level and
lurk long the units will be. In planning the instructional
units, there must be a consideration of the interests and
entering abilities of the students, the equipment and
facilities available in each building, the number of min-
utes per week that each grade meets, and the climatic
conditions of the area. At this stage, also, there needs to
be a check back to the Ablems identified at the start.

Instructional objectives. When the instructional units by
grade level have been planned, the teachers responsible
for teaching at a specific grade level will need to for-
mulate instructional objectives which, if met, will lead to
the eventual attainment of the broad .curricular goals.
Here again, the sports chart and the emphasis graph can
be helpful. For instance; the fifth grade teacher in writ-
:4
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ing instructional objectives for a basketball unit would,
after determining from the emphasis' graph that the..
"man in space" concept is to be emphasized at this level,
consult the sports chart to see what elements under the
"man in space" concept have been judged to be impor-
tant in basketball. If "object projection-reception" hap-
pened to be one of them, objectives which would indi-
cate what 'object projection-reception skills were to be
developed in basketball at grade five would be for-
mulated.

Evaluate. The arrows moving up the left side of the
flow chart are intended to depict that the overall eval-
uation of the curriculum is in terms of whether or not the
process has provided solutions to the problems that were-
identified. In addition to this overall program eval-
uation, there will eventually be an ahsessment of the
student outcomes in terms of the bvidence that will be
accepted that the broad goals have been met. This will
occur after the curriculum has been implemented for a
period of time

'Marilyn LaPlante, Earlham College, and Peggy Chapman, Madison,
Wisconsin Public Schools, unpublished paper, 1972.

'Peggy Chapman, unpublished paper, Madison, Wisconsin Public
Schools, 1972.

'Peggy Chapman, unpublished paper, Madison, Wisconsin Public
Schools, 1972. Adapted from Paul Vogel, "Battle Creek Physical Edu-
cation Project," Journal of Health, Physical Education, Recreation. 40
(Sept. 1969):25-29.
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ALSO AVAILABLE . . .

WHO CAN . .

Twenty series of pictures;With text, illustratingeducation for movement In
the primary grades, Offers a selection of basic activity forms with
Variations and progression which are based on movements
fundamental to more complicated patterns as evidenced in more refined
specific sports skills. The activities presented embody creative
appsoaches to the traditional, meeting the,needs-of children to discover
how to use their bodies efficiently. Elementary school children exposed to
thesikinas of stimulation will begirrto develOp potential that fits them for
daily life activities as well as tho.challenges of sports, gymnastics, dance,
and aquatics. The activities require only simple equipment that can be
used in and out of the gymnasium such as balls. wands, ropes, balance
beams, ladders, and boxes. besigned for use by the.classroom teacher,
advanced or begihnIng speCialist, aria courses of professional
preparation. By Liselott Diem, internationally recognized authority in the
field (translated from the original volume in German). 1977.

GUIDELINES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION
A position paper developed by the Elementary and Secondary School
Physical Education Councils of the National Association for Sport and
Physical Education (I1ASPE). Designed to determine future directions in
physical education takid to serve as a guide for teachers, adminittratorS,
curriculum planners and educational consultants. Areas covered include:
The Middle School and its Clientele, Physical Activity Programs, the
Teacher, Organization and Administration, and finally, Evaluation. A must
for all Involved in physical education at the middle school level. According
to the Committee on Middle Schools, "It is believed that implementation of
the guidelines should result in sound and defensible physical education
programs in the middle schools.'.' 1977.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MOVEMENT EDUCATION
A collection of selected resources significant to a deeper understanding of
the many aspects and definitions of movement education. Designed to
serve. a variety. of professional needs for a beginning specialist,
experienced practitioner, classroom teacher or any student of human
movement. Listings are organized under major classifications of Theory
and Practice. The latter. is sub-divided to cover basic movement,
dance-drama, gymnastics, and sport. 1977.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR
DEVELOPMENT
An up -to date bibliography with sections devoted to auditory perception
And movement; body image and movement; and depth-distance
perception and movement. A separate compilation of tests, programs,
material sources, assessment instruments and films is included: 1972.

CHILDREN'S DANCE
A book designed to show how dance can be used in the classroom in
lively, innovative ways. Appropriate for the classroom teacher as well as
the ,specialist in dance and physical activities. Covers such topics as
danCe as an expression of feelings, folk and ethnic contributions, dancing
for boys, and composing dance. 1973.

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AAHPER's award-winning compilation of the body of knowledge in
physical education with an added chapter on teacher-made tests. Each

statement of teaching materials Is accompanied by, elementary,
intermediate and senior designations, providing the Instructor with a
definitive presentation of what the student should know, what he should
be learning now, and what he will be Miming at the next levels. Four major
topics are covered: activity, effects of activity, factors modifying
participation In activities, and the nature and use of standardized tests.
Rev 1973.

FOUNDATIONS AND PRACTICES. IN PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR LEARNING:
A QUEST FOR UNDERSTANDING
A multidisciplinary examination of major conceptual viewpoints 'of
perceptual-motor behavior and teaching methods. Includes descriptions
of action programs, tests, resource materials and a professional
preparation survey. 1971.

PERSONALIZED LEARNING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
A new book for teachers and administrators at all levels who are
interested in the why and how of 'individualized, instruction and
personalized learning In physical education. The emphasis of Part One is
on clarifying the conOepts of personalized learning, while Part Two offers
practical applications at the teacher-student level, both in the form of
Specific delivery systems and general suggestions and
recommendations. Diverse points of view are presented and readers,are
encouraged to contrast, compare and select from the teacher-learner
optiins presented. 1976.

MOVEMENTACTIVITIES FOR PLACES,AND SPACES
A new publication offering methods end activities in physical education
which can contribute to each child's maximum development. Designed to
encourage development' of motor skills, create Situations in which
Children can makg choices in an atmosphere of freedom, and allow
children to participate in enjoyable movement experiences which help tb
develop a desire for continued participation in physical activities. For the
physical education specialist, classroom teacher, and prOfessional
preparation departmont. 1977f

ASSESSMENT GUIDE FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
An instrument designed to provide a functional, easily administered but
comprehensive tool allowing for self-study and self-evaluation of the total
secondary school physical education program, identification of program
problem areas, and eventual improvement of the program. May be
utilized to develop a, written self-study report prior to an on-campus
visitation by an accreditation team; to demonstrate program quality to
superiors and the community; or on an annual basis to assess progress in
program development.

RELIABILITY THEORY APPROPRIATE FOR MEASURES OF MOTOR
PERFORMANCE
A monograph summarizing current thinking on reliability theory for motor
performance measures. Sections deal with the historical development of
reliability theory, sources of variability that might be ideritilied in a
measurable schedule, and generalizability theory as a libergzation of
reliability theory. For the researcher, theoretician andgraduate student in
areas devoted to the study of motor performance. 1976.

For prices and order information, please write:

AAHPER Publication-Sales
1201 16th St., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036


